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Abstract 
 
Organic photovoltaics (OPVs) have recently experienced a tremendous increase in 
efficiency due to advancements in light absorbing materials and improvements in film morphology 
control. Solvent vapour annealing (SVA) of OPVs is an important post deposition method for 
controlling film morphology; however, current OPV SVA methods are difficult to reproduce, 
provide limited control over morphology, and lack scalability. In this thesis, it is shown that a flow 
through variable-pressure solvent vapour annealing (VP-SVA) system can be used to reproducibly 
and selectively anneal OPV active layers to controlled morphologies. VP-SVA is useful not only 
for the well-studied P3HT:PC61BM model system, but also for modern OPV active layers based 
on non-fullerene acceptors. Phase separation and material crystallinity are tuned by controlling the 
chloroform vapour concentration used in the annealing process; this was monitored by photo-
induced force microscopy (PiFM) and grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS), 
respectively. The results show that over-annealing can occur in both active layer blends, 
illustrating the importance of tuning the solvent vapour concentration. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1. Introduction to Solar Cells 
With increasing concern about global climate change, many scientists and citizens alike are 
turning their attention towards the research and implementation of green energy sources. The 
government of Canada is attempting to phase out coal-fired electricity production by the year 2030, 
leaving a large gap in energy production to be filled by green energy. The prairies are the largest 
producers of coal-fired electricity in Canada, but long sunny days make them a prime location for 
solar energy production. 
Currently, solar energy production is mainly performed by silicon solar cells. Silicon solar 
cells have high efficiencies, and a stable, non-toxic, and abundant absorber making them the most 
favourable material for solar farms to date.1 One figure of merit for solar cells is their energy 
payback time (EPBT), which is the time required for a solar cell to produce as much energy as was 
required to fabricate, install, and dispose of it.2 For silicon solar cells, EPBTs are high due to the 
energy intensive processing techniques required to purify semiconductor grade silicon.3 The most 
common method of producing semiconductor grade silicon first requires the production of 
metallurgical grade silicon using a high temperature (≈ 2000 °C) reduction of quartz.3 Following 
this, the silicon must be chlorinated, distilled, and then deposited by chemical vapour deposition.3 
Chemical vapour deposition of silicon requires a large amount of energy and forms chlorinated 
silicon waste byproducts.3 The silicon must then be crystallized and doped, cut into wafers, and 
processed into solar cells, all of which require more energy.3 
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Silicon solar cells operate via a p-n junction. A p-type (positive) semiconductor primarily 
transports holes (a hole is the lack of an electron) and an n-type (negative) semiconductor primarily 
transports electrons.4 For silicon to act like a p-type or n-type semiconductor it requires a dopant, 
commonly boron and phosphorus, respectively.4 In a p-n junction, electrons diffuse from the n-
type semiconductor towards the p-type semiconductor. At the p-n boundary, a positive charge 
builds up in the n-type semiconductor as electrons diffuse away, and a negative charge builds on 
the p-type semiconductor as electrons diffuse in (Figure 1.1).5 As the potential difference between 
the p and n type materials rises, the electrostatic repulsion force and the diffusion force reach an 
equilibrium and a depletion zone is formed where no free charge carriers are present.5 Another 
way to visualize the p-n junction is through band diagrams. The p and n type dopants in silicon 
change the Fermi level (Ef).5 The fermi level is defined as the theoretical energy level with a 50% 
chance of being occupied. When you place two materials together, their Fermi levels equilibrate; 
for doped silicon this results in the band structure seen in Figure 1.1.5 
 
Figure 1.1: (a) p-n junction diagram. (b) Doped silicon band diagram. (c) Silicon p-n junction 
band diagram. Conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) are noted. 
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When a semiconductor absorbs light, an exciton (an excited electron-hole pair) is formed.5 
In silicon, a Wannier-Mott type exciton is formed which has a binding energy low enough to be 
overcome by thermal energy.5 Once the exciton is split, the electron flows towards the n-type 
region through the conduction band and the hole flows towards the p-type region through the 
valence band; this is due to the built-in potential caused by the depletion zone.5 The electron can 
then be collected and used to perform work.  
While silicon solar cells are efficient, the modules are brittle and heavy, and their processing 
is energy intensive, limiting their applications.3 Other types of solar cells, such as cadmium 
telluride6 and perovskite solar cells,7 have remarkable efficiencies as well; however, toxicity and 
stability issues have reduced their market share.  Dye sensitized,8 and kesterite9 solar cells are less 
toxic alterative solar cell materials; however, poor performance has limited the widespread use of 
these technologies. Organic solar cells (also known as organic photovoltaics (OPVs)) are less 
toxic, have tunable electronic properties, come in a variety of colours, are flexible, and allow for 
solution processing;2 they will be the focus of this thesis. 
1.2. Organic Photovoltaics 
1.2.1. Characteristics of Organic Photovoltaics 
Research into organic photovoltaics has gained momentum in recent years with efficiencies 
reaching beyond 14%.10,11 With natural flexibility, light weight, and tunable colours, OPVs find 
applications in flexible electronics and solar windows.12–14 Due to the solution processability of 
organic molecules, high throughput fabrication methods such as roll-to-roll processing can be used 
to reduce production costs and energy consumption, lowering the EPBT.2,15 As a result, OPVs are 
in the initial stages of commercialization.2,13,16 
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To compare OPVs between labs, different figures of merit and standard testing practices 
have been generally agreed upon by the solar cell community. Short circuit current density (𝐽ୗେ) is 
the current produced at short circuit (no applied voltage) divided by the area of the device (Figure 
1.2).2 The open circuit voltage (𝑉୓େ) is the voltage produced by the device when there is zero 
current flow.2 The fill factor (FF) is a measure of the squareness of the J-V curve and can be 
calculated using Equation 1.1,2 where 𝐽௠௔௫ and 𝑉௠௔௫ are the current density and voltage at the 
maximum power point, respectively. FF is affected by the series (𝑅ௌ) and shunt (𝑅ௌ௛) resistances 
of the devices.2 𝑅ௌ is the resistance along the circuit;2 low 𝑅ௌ is desired (Figure 1.2).2 𝑅ௌ is a result 
of the inherent resistance in connecting wires, at layer interfaces, and through the material.2 𝑅ௌ can 
be minimized by using materials with high charge carrier mobilities and good interface 
compatibility. The 𝑅ௌ௛ is the resistance to parasitic current flow;2 a high 𝑅ௌ௛ is favored.2 𝑅ௌ௛ can 
be maximized by increasing active layer thickness, and removing pinholes. Power conversion 
efficiency (PCE) is the power output (𝑃௢௨௧) of the device divided by the input power (𝑃௜௡) 
(Equation 1.2).2 To ensure reproducibility from lab to lab, AM 1.5G standard conditions are used 
to determine PCE.17 AM 1.5G represents the solar spectrum at 1.5 air masses, and is typically used 
at an intensity of 100 mW/cm2 for determining the PCE of OPVs.17,18
𝐹𝐹 =  
𝑉௠௔௫ × 𝐽௠௔௫
𝑉ை஼  × 𝐽ௌ஼
 × 100% 
𝑃𝐶𝐸 =
𝑃௢௨௧
𝑃௜௡
 × 100% =  
𝑉ை஼  × 𝐽ௌ஼  × 𝐹𝐹
𝑃௜௡
 ×100% 
(1.1) 
 
(1.2) 
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Figure 1.2: (a) Equivalent circuit model for OPV and (b) current density–voltage (J–V) curves of 
an organic solar cell, (dotted) dark, (solid) illuminated. Reproduced from Mazzio, K. A.; 
Luscombe, C. K. Chem. Soc. Rev. 2015, 44, 78 with permission of The Royal Society of 
Chemistry.2 
When fabricating an OPV, a substrate is coated in a transparent conductive layer, usually 
ITO (indium tin oxide), which functions as an electrode (Figure 1.3).2 In a standard architecture 
device, a hole transport (or electron blocking) layer (HTL) is coated onto the ITO to facilitate 
charge transport.2 Next the active layer (light absorbing layer) is applied;2 the most common active 
layer deposition technique in laboratories is spin coating. On top of this an electron transport layer 
(ETL), and a top electrode (usually a low work function metal) are applied by thermal evaporation 
under high vacuum.2 The low work function top electrode (usually aluminium) can be readily 
oxidized in air, reducing the stability and lifetime of the devices.2 To combat this, the inverted 
architecture was developed with a robust high work function electrode (Ag or Au).2 In inverted 
devices, the ETL is applied over the ITO layer, followed by the active layer; then the HTL and top 
electrode are deposited using thermal evaporation under high vacuum.2 The primary ETLs used 
are LiF and Ca for regular architecture devices and ZnO for inverted devices.2 Common HTLs 
include PEDOT:PSS (poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) mixed with polystyrene sulfonate) for 
regular architecture, and MoO3−x, and V2O5−x for inverted architecture devices.2  
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Figure 1.3: Regular and Inverted OPV architectures. Common materials are emphasized. 
When light is absorbed by an OPV active layer an exciton is formed.2 In contrast to inorganic 
solar cell materials, organic molecules tend to have a lower relative permittivity (ε ≈ 3.5 for poly(3-
hexylthiophene) (P3HT),19 and ε ≈ 12 for silicon)20 which leads to tightly bound excitons called 
Frenkel excitons.21 Frenkel excitons are excitons with a binding energy too large to be overcome 
by thermal energy (approximately 0.1 – 0.4 eV in organic semiconductors).21 Therefore, to 
separate excitons into useable electrons and holes, a heterojunction consisting of an electron donor 
(p-type) and acceptor (n-type) must be present.21 In an OPV heterojunction, the acceptor has a 
lower energy HOMO and LUMO (highest occupied molecular orbital, and lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital, respectively) than the donor to facilitate electron transfer from donor to acceptor 
(Figure 1.4).21 Once an exciton is formed in an OPV it travels to the boundary of the donor and 
acceptor materials through either a Förster resonance energy transfer or a Dexter transfer 
mechanism.21 Once at the donor-acceptor boundary the electron is transferred to the acceptor (or 
the hole is transferred to the donor) creating a geminate electron-hole pair which is bound together 
by coulombic attraction.21 The built-in driving force created by the difference in energy levels of 
the donor LUMO and acceptor LUMO separates the geminate pair into free charge carriers.21 The 
free charge carriers must then travel to their respective transport layers and be collected by the 
electrodes.21 
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Figure 1.4: (a) Band diagram of organic semiconductors. (b) OPV architectures. 
The planar heterojunction was introduced by Tang in 1985 as the first example of a donor 
acceptor heterojunction (Figure 1.4).22 The planar heterojunction benefits from simplicity and can 
effectively split excitons at the donor acceptor interface; however, the average distance an exciton 
can travel before recombination is 20 nm.21 If the exciton cannot reach a domain boundary within 
its lifetime it geminately recombines, emitting heat or light.21 Therefore, the optimal thickness for 
each layer in a planar heterojunction is less than 40 nm; however, due to the poor light absorption 
of organic molecules, 40 nm of material is not sufficient to absorb all the light passing through the 
solar cell.21 To absorb all available light, OPVs need a thicker active layer while keeping the donor-
acceptor interfaces within the size range of 40 nm. The bulk heterojunction (BHJ), which is an 
intimate mixture of donor and acceptor materials, was invented by the Heeger group to increase 
layer thickness while keeping donor-acceptor interfaces close.23 
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1.2.2. Bulk Heterojunction 
The most common active layer architecture in OPVs is a BHJ (Figure 1.4).21 To fabricate a 
BHJ, donor and acceptor materials are dissolved in the same solution and cast onto a substrate 
(which is usually pre-coated with a HTL or ETL). The solution can be cast in many ways; in a 
laboratory setting, active layers are primarily cast by spin coating. Unfortunately, spin coating 
wastes most of the solution as the materials are flung from the substrate during spinning. 
Additionally, spin coating is not scalable as the logistics of spinning large substrates becomes 
increasingly problematic. Other more scalable and less wasteful casting techniques include: blade 
coating,24 slot die coating,25 and inkjet printing.26 As the films dry, the materials phase separate 
and (often) form discrete domains of donor and acceptor materials as well as some intermixed 
domains.27 Each casting technique has different film formation kinetics and results in different 
BHJ morphologies.  
Controlling the blend morphology of the BHJ is of the utmost importance to device 
performance. As mentioned previously, to effectively split excitons the optimal blend morphology 
will have domain sizes smaller than 40 nm in at least one direction.21 If the domains of the material 
that absorbed light are too large, recombination of the electron-hole pair occurs before the exciton 
can find a donor-acceptor interface (geminate recombination) and the energy contained within it 
is reemitted as a photon or lost as heat.21 Conversely, the domain sizes need to be large enough in 
at least one dimension to allow efficient charge transport to the hole and electron transport layers 
and ultimately the electrodes.21 If a free hole and free electron meet in the BHJ (perhaps due to 
being trapped in small domains) they can recombine (non-geminate recombination).21 
Additionally, the active layer films must be thick enough that sufficient light is absorbed, but not 
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so thick as to hinder charge transport to the electrodes.21 Thus, much work has been performed to 
optimise OPV materials and BHJ blend morphology. 
1.3. Morphology Control 
1.3.1. Kinetics and Thermodynamics of Film Casting 
When casting BHJ active layer solutions there is typically a mixture of three materials: the 
casting solvent, the donor, and the acceptor. The interactions of the materials in solution can be 
thermodynamically modeled using the Flory-Huggins equation (Equation 1.3).27,28 Where ΔGm is 
the Gibbs free energy of mixing, R is the ideal gas constant, T is absolute temperature, 𝜑௜ is the 
volume fraction of the component, Ni is a parameter related to the molecular size of the materials, 
and χ is the Flory-Huggins parameter which describes the compatibility of two materials.27 The 
Flory-Huggins parameters determine how well the donor and acceptor materials mix with the 
solvent, and how they mix with each other as the films dry.27 If the physical compatibility of the 
materials is too high, a well blended homogenous phase is formed, which leads to high rates of 
non-geminate recombination; however, if the compatibilities are too low, large domains of pure 
materials form, hindering the formation of free charge carriers.27 
௱ீ೘
ோ்
= [𝜑ௌ 𝑙𝑛(𝜑ௌ) + ቀ
ఝವ
ேವ
ቁ 𝑙𝑛(𝜑஽) + ቀ
ఝಲ
ேಲ
ቁ 𝑙𝑛(𝜑஺) +  𝜒ௌ஽𝜑ௌ𝜑஽ +  𝜒ௌ஺𝜑ௌ𝜑஺ +  𝜒஽஺𝜑஽𝜑஺]    (1.3) 
The interactions of the materials during film drying can occur by liquid-liquid (L-L) 
interactions, liquid-solid (L-S) interactions, or neither (Figure 1.5).27,29,30 For most systems, the 
solution begins as a single phase when the donor and acceptor concentrations are low.27 As the 
solvent begins to evaporate, L-L separation can be induced by repulsions between the donor and 
acceptor if they have poor compatibility factors (χ).27 The L-L separation leads a to high degree of 
phase separation and large domains, often leading to poor device performance.27 L-S interactions 
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occur as the donor or acceptor material reaches its saturation concentration and begins to aggregate 
and precipitate.27 The kinetics of aggregation and solvent evaporation play a key role in the degree 
of phase separation caused by L-S separation.27 Additionally, as one material aggregates and 
precipitates, it decreases the relative concentration of that material in solution reducing (or even 
eliminating) the effect of L-L separation.27 The L-L and L-S processes may occur simultaneously 
or sequentially, and a homogenous blend of donor and acceptor forms if neither process occurs.27 
Solid-solid (SS) interactions can also be induced in the film once it has dried through techniques 
such as annealing.29 
 
Figure 1.5: Schematic overview of the phase separation processes that may occur during drying 
of a solution that contains two components. L−L, L−S, and S−S are liquid−liquid, liquid−solid, 
and solid−solid phase separations, respectively, and D−O is disorder−order transition. Reprinted 
with permission from Kouijzer, S; Michels, J. J.; van den Berg, M.; Gevaerts, V. S.; Turbiez, M.; 
Wienk, M. M.; Janssen, R. A., J. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2013, 135, 12057. Copyright 2013 American 
Chemical Society.29 
1.3.2. Morphology Control Through Synthesis 
Many synthetic strategies have been developed to control the morphology of BHJ active 
layers. The first methods of morphology control involved side chain engineering,31 polymer 
regioregularity,32 and molecular weight.33 Side chains were initially used to improve the solubility 
of conjugated molecules;34 however, they have been shown to drastically affect the self assembly, 
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packing, and crystallite orientation of polymer chains.35–37 Long alkyl chains can disrupt the π 
stacking of adjacent molecules, decreasing charge transport in the bulk materials;38 however, alkyl 
chain interdigitation can improve donor-acceptor mixing and crystallinity, which minimizes 
recombination losses.39  
1.3.3. Casting Solvents 
The simplest morphology control parameters are solvent selection and solvent additives.40 
The solubility of the donor and acceptor materials, and the drying rate (solvent vapour pressure 
and boiling point) are the primary factors that go into casting solvent choice.27,41 P3HT cast from 
chloroform (a low boiling point solvent) results in a kinetically trapped amorphous film42 with the 
aromatic backbone primarily oriented parallel with the substrate;43 in contrast, P3HT films cast 
from chlorobenzene (a higher boiling point solvent) have a longer drying time, resulting in a higher 
degree of aggregation42 and the aromatic backbone stacking primarily perpendicular to the 
substrate.43 P3HT is highly soluble in both chloroform and chlorobenzene (14.1 and 15.9 mg/mL, 
respectively);44 therefore the changes in morphology are primarily attributed to solvent drying 
rates. Ensuring the solvent choice is cheap, green, and capable of being recovered and reused or 
disposed of safely is also a growing concern as OPVs are beginning to be produced on industrial 
scales.37,45–49  
1.3.4. Casting Solvent Additives 
Casting solvent additives were invented accidentally by Peet et. al. in 2006, when they added 
a surfactant to the casting solvent.27,50 The surfactant was intended to incorporate gold 
nanoparticles into a P3HT:PC61BM (Phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester) OPV; however, they 
found that excess surfactant improved the morphology of the devices.50 Immediately following 
this discovery Peet et. al. were able to show that different alkanethiol solvent additives were able 
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to improve the efficiency of a BHJ blend that was unresponsive to annealing.27,51 It was initially 
believed that the best solvent additives would increase the drying time of the active layer to induce 
crystallization, and selectively solvate one BHJ component; therefore most solvent additives have 
been designed around this concept.27 More recently, with the development of L-L, L-S, and Flory-
Huggins models (Equation 1.3), the role of solvent additives on BHJ morphology is better 
understood.27 
The most popular solvent additives are 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO), 1,8-octanedithiol (ODT), 1-
chloronaphthalene (1-CN), and diphenyl ether (DPE).27 DIO has a high boiling point and low 
vapour pressure. When DIO is added to a BHJ casting solution the active layer remains slightly 
solvated after casting, which does not overly affect the total film thickness, but allows more time 
for materials to assemble to an L-S controlled product.52 Additionally, DIO dissolves fullerenes 
preferentially over polymers, decreasing the L-L phase separation and increasing the L-S de-
mixing time afforded to the polymeric donor.27 Unfortunately, DIO has been shown to degrade 
films over time if not fully removed after casting.52–54 Other solvent additives perform a similar 
function to DIO, albeit with different material selectivities, drying times, and nucleation 
mechanisms resulting in different final morphologies.27 DIO tends to increase domain sizes and is 
therefore used in more amorphous systems27,55,56 while 1-CN has been used to decrease domain 
sizes, which can be beneficial in systems prone to over-crystallization.27,57–59 Solvent selection and 
solvent additives often do not achieve the most thermodynamically stable state, so once the 
solution has fully solidified, post-processing treatments may be used if further S-S interactions are 
required to optimise BHJ morphology.56 
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1.3.5. Thermal Annealing 
P3HT:PC61BM cast from a fast drying solvent is an example of a system that undergoes little 
L-L or L-S phase separation while casting.29,60 For these systems, annealing techniques are 
required to induce S-S phase separation to achieve optimum morphology.29 When a BHJ blend is 
heated above the glass transition temperature (Tg) of one or more of the materials, the materials 
can begin to rearrange to a more thermodynamically stable state.61 The enthalpy of crystallization 
is often higher than the entropy of mixing in many of the conjugated materials used for OPVs; as 
a result, thermal annealing of BHJ blends can lead to phase separated crystal domains.43,62 In 2003 
Padinger et. al. showed that thermal annealing of P3HT:PC61BM increased device efficiency from 
0.4% to 3.5%.63 When cast, the mixed phase of P3HT:PC61BM materials is trapped by the kinetics 
of the casting procedure.64 Once the BHJ blend is heated above the Tg of P3HT, the P3HT chains 
increase their mobility in the solid state and the PC61BM migrates out of the P3HT in favour of 
forming pure domains of P3HT and PC61BM.64 The improved crystallinity and reduction of mixed 
phases increases charge transport and decreases non-geminate recombination in the 
P3HT:PC61BM BHJ.64 
Not all OPV systems increase in efficiency with thermal annealing.27,65–67 Many modern 
amorphous polymer donors do not require annealing to achieve the optimal morphology, and over 
annealing polymer:fullerene blends can lead to a large degree of PCBM aggregation.65–68 This 
leads to the formation of large domains causing high geminate recombination rates.65 Thermal 
annealing also has a few disadvantages: it has a large energy cost associated with heating, and the 
potential to degrade materials.  
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1.4. Solvent Vapour Annealing 
Solvent vapour annealing (SVA) is another common post-deposition method of morphology 
control. SVA uses solvent vapour to partially solvate a BHJ film, lowering the Tg of the materials 
to below ambient temperature; this allows the BHJ materials to rearrange to a more 
thermodynamically stable state.69  
The initial report of the solvent annealing effect is attributed to the Yang group.70 They 
decreased the drying rate of P3HT:PC61BM films (cast with a slow drying solvent (1,2-
dichlorobenzene)) by covering them in a petri dish after spin coating the active layer.70 They also 
dried films in ambient or slightly elevated temperatures (50 and 70 °C) to reduce the drying times.70 
The devices that were dried slowly showed an increase in efficiency from 1.36% to 3.52% (for the 
fastest and slowest drying times, respectively).70   
Following Yang’s discovery, the methods of SVA were improved. The current standard SVA 
method is the bell jar method.71 The bell jar SVA method involves placing a BHJ film in a sealed 
jar with solvent (Figure 1.6).71 The solvent vapour fills the headspace of the jar and swells the 
BHJ film, lowering the Tg as described earlier.71 The film is then removed from the jar and the 
solvent vapour dissipates immediately, solidifying the film and trapping the new morphology.71 
 
Figure 1.6: Bell jar annealing apparatus. 
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SVA has been used extensively to anneal P3HT:PC61BM devices.72–77 The solubility of 
P3HT and PC61BM in the annealing solvent can be controlled through solvent selection.72,75,77 
Control of solubility has a large effect on the morphology of the films, and consequently the device 
performance. It was shown by Park et. al. that acetone (a non-solvent for both P3HT and PC61BM) 
increased the device efficiency from 0.94% (as-cast) to 3.29%, while chloroform (a good solvent 
for both P3HT and PC61BM) only increased the efficiency to 2.66%.72 They showed through 
atomic force microscopy (AFM) that annealing with chloroform produced larger domains of P3HT 
and PC61BM, and that there was a loss of P3HT face-on orientation by grazing incidence X-ray 
diffraction when compared to annealing with acetone.72 Additionally, they showed that when 
P3HT:PC61BM films were annealed with chloroform, the hole mobility (𝜇௛) of the films was 
higher than films annealed with acetone.72 This showed that larger domains of P3HT and PC61BM 
increase charge transport but hinder free charge carrier generation (as shown by a decrease in 
device performance even though charge carrier mobility increases).72 
Hu et al. showed that devices annealed with 2-chlorophenol (a good solvent for PC61BM and 
a non-solvent for P3HT) performed better than devices annealed with toluene (a poor solvent for 
both P3HT and PC61BM) or chlorobenzene (a good solvent for both P3HT and PC61BM).75 They 
claimed that annealing P3HT with a good solvent for short periods of time increases P3HT 
crystallinity; however, extended periods of annealing decreases P3HT crystallinity by re-
dissolving P3HT crystallites.75 They also showed that PC61BM crystallite size continues to grow 
as the annealing time is increased, indicating that the precise ratio of P3HT and PC61BM crystallite 
sizes can be tuned by selecting appropriate solvents.75  
The bell jar method has also been used to increase the device performance of modern 
systems.78–80 Sun et al. solvent vapour annealed a diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) based small 
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molecule BHJ system, DPP(TBFu)2:PC71BM (Chart 1.1).79 The PCE of the devices increased 
from 0.55% (as cast) to 5.16% when annealed using carbon disulfide vapour.79 Annealing with 
carbon disulfide produced fine fiber-like crystallites of DPP(TBFu)2 and fine domains of PC71BM 
increasing charge transport and photocurrent, respectively.79 Zheng et al. could increase the 
efficiency of PTB7:PC71BM (Chart 1.1) devices from 6.55% to 8.13% using SVA in methanol.81 
In the bell jar technique, the solvent vapour pressure depends on the surface area of the 
solvent, the headspace of the jar, the volatility of the solvent, and the time the system is allowed 
to equilibrate. Due to the various sizes of jars, with different headspace and solvent capacities, the 
lab to lab variation in bell jar annealing is high.71 Variable-pressure solvent vapour annealing (VP-
SVA) was introduced as an improvement to the bell jar technique.75,77,82–86 In the VP-SVA method, 
solvent is added to a tube that is closed on the bottom and open to atmosphere on the top (Figure 
1.7).75 The solvent vapour diffuses up the tube and creates an equilibrium gradient with the 
atmosphere.75 The vapour pressure of the annealing solvent applied to the BHJ film can be 
controlled by varying the height of the sample in the tube.75 
 
Figure 1.7: Schematic of the solvent vapor annealing apparatus: Variation in solvent vapor 
pressure during annealing is achieved by changing the position of wafer surface with respect to 
the solvent surface. Reproduced from Hu, S.; Dyck, O.; Chen, H.; Hsiao, Y.; Hu, B.; Duscher, G.; 
Dadmun, M.; Khomami, B. RSC Adv. 2014, 4, 27931 with permission of The Royal Society of 
Chemistry.75 
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Tang et al. showed that multi solvent VP-SVA can be used to fine tune the morphology of 
P3HT:PC61BM devices.77 Using saturated THF for the first solvent annealing step Tang found 
large PC61BM crystallites formed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and AFM.77 During 
the second annealing step in CS2 (at 80% of the saturation vapour pressure) the crystallinity of the 
P3HT increased and the PC61BM crystallites reduced in size, presumably due to partial solvation 
of the PC61BM.77 By fine tuning the morphology, Tang et al. increased the efficiency of 
P3HT:PC61BM devices from 1.6% (as cast) to 3.9%, an efficiency higher than they achieved with 
thermal annealing (3.2%).77 
The tube method of VP-SVA allows for selective annealing of BHJ films; however, it 
requires several hours to equilibrate the vapour concentration gradient and is inherently a small 
batch process.75 Researchers in the field of block copolymers (BCPs) have developed an elegant 
solution, termed here flow through VP-SVA.71,87–98 In the flow through VP-SVA system a stream 
of dry carrier gas is split and sent into two (or more) flow controllers (Figure 1.8). One stream of 
carrier gas remains dry and the other stream(s) flow through solvent bubblers, becoming saturated 
in solvent vapour (psat). The streams then mix and flow over the sample. The vapour pressure of 
the solvent in the chamber (p) is varied by changing the ratio of dry carrier gas and solvent 
saturated carrier gas. 
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Figure 1.8: Flow through VP-SVA apparatus. Reprinted with permission from Zomerman, D.; 
Kong, J.; McAfee, S. M.; Welch, G. C.; Kelly, T. L. ACS Appl. Energy Mater. 2018, 
acsaem.8b01214. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.99 
BCPs with dissimilar enough blocks (high χ) can self assemble into many morphologies 
useful for nano-lithography; however, like BHJ blends, they can be kinetically trapped when cast 
and occasionally require post deposition treatments.71 Bai et al. showed that the swelling and 
drying rates used in the flow through VP-SVA system can be used to tune the orientation and 
morphology of polystyrene-b-polydimethylsiloxane.94 Albert et al. showed that varying the 
relative concentration of two annealing solvents (using a microfluidic flow through annealing 
setup) poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene) could be manipulated to self-assemble into many 
patterns.96 Gotrik et al. showed that by adding two different solvents to the flow through VP-SVA 
system, the morphology of BCP could be controlled to a finer level than mixed solvent bell jar 
annealing.88 They showed many different morphologies were accessible from the polystyrene-b- 
polydimethylsiloxane by varying the ratio of toluene and n-heptane used in the annealing 
process.88 In addition to different solvent concentrations, wetting and drying rates (which are 
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difficult to control with the bell jar method) have been shown to affect morphology in BCP and 
BHJ films, illustrating the importance of having a VP-SVA apparatus.82,98 Despite the success in 
BCP self-assembly, few reports have used the flow through VP-SVA system to control OPV 
morphology.43,69,100,101 
1.5. Organic Photovoltaic Materials 
1.5.1. P3HT:PC61BM 
Poly(3-hexylthiophene) is one of the most studied OPV donor materials to date and PC61BM 
is the most studied acceptor for P3HT (Chart 1.1).102,103 P3HT:PC61BM solar cells were among 
the first solar cells to produce a promising efficiency, prompting many people to study it.63,103–105 
Cheap, scalable, and low energy synthesis,106 moderate efficiencies,107 robust physical 
properties,108 and a large base of research allows P3HT to remain a model system.102,103  
 
Chart 1.1: Chemical structures of common OPV materials. 
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The morphology and efficiency of P3HT:PC61BM devices improves with annealing.102 The 
application of heat61 (100 -180°C)102 or solvent vapour43 provides the polymer chains enough 
energy to rearrange locally and increase packing efficiency. Efficient packing brings the 
chromophores into closer proximity and excitons can begin to couple.109 Exciton coupling results 
in a splitting of energy levels much like molecular orbitals.110 In a J aggregate, excitons couple 
head to tail, resulting in a lower energy excited state (Figure 1.9).109,110 Conversely, H-aggregation 
results from excitons coupling parallel to each other resulting in a higher energy excited state (due 
to electrostatic repulsion) (Figure 1.9).109,110 P3HT has been shown to undergo H-aggregation with 
annealing.109,111,112 Unlike small molecules, polymers have inter and intra-chain interactions, 
which result in multiple aggregation types.109 The intra-chain orientation of repeat units in the 
regio-regular polymer act like J-aggregates aligning head to tail, and the inter-chain π-π stacking 
aggregation has H character.109 The complex interplay between aggregation types leads to hybrid 
photo-physical properties which can be examined using UV-Visible (UV/Vis) spectroscopy.109 
The increase of π-π stacking from H-aggregation increases conjugation lengths in the P3HT; this 
lowers the band gap producing a red shift in the UV/Vis absorbance spectrum and increases charge 
carrier transport between P3HT chains.72,109 
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Figure 1.9: Schematic of H and J aggregation. 
Despite the extensive study of P3HT:PC61BM morphology, device efficiencies are still 
limited by the inherent properties of the materials.103 Due to the large bandgap of P3HT, light with 
wavelengths longer than 650 nm is not absorbed, and PC61BM has poor light absorbance overall.103 
This leaves much of the infrared (IR) light unabsorbed. To increase OPV efficiencies further, 
researchers examined and addressed the weaknesses of P3HT and PC61BM leading to higher 
efficiency modern OPV systems. To improve the light absorption of OPVs, researchers have 
investigated smaller band gap donors,113 and designed non-fullerene acceptors (NFAs) that are 
better light absorbers.114–117  
1.5.2. Small Bandgap Donors 
The most common method used to lower the bandgap of donor materials is the push-pull 
system.17 By adding an electron rich moiety (push) and an electron poor moiety (pull) to the donor 
polymer, the band gap is reduced by mixing of the push and pull regions’ molecular orbitals 
(Figure 1.10).17 Additionally, the orbital energies (HOMO and LUMO) of the push-pull polymers 
can be tuned as the HOMO is primarily dictated by the push moiety, and the LUMO is primarily 
J-Aggregation H-Aggregation
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dictated by the pull moiety.17,118–120 Another method to lower the band gap is to stabilize the 
quinoidal resonance structure of the polymer.2 The quinoidal resonance structure can contribute to 
increased light absorbance and higher charge carrier mobility;2,121 cross-conjugation where there 
is no access to the quinoidal form has been shown to result in a large loss in device performance.122 
 
Figure 1.10: Molecular orbital diagram of generic push-pull polymer. 
The PBDTTT family are among the most commonly used low band-gap donors and have 
become an important model system for modern push-pull donors.103,113 The PBDTTT family is a 
group of polymers that contain a benzodithiophene (BDT) push moiety, a thieno[3,4-b]thiophene 
(TT) pull moiety, and various side groups; an example of a PBDTTT polymer is PTB7 shown in 
Chart 1.1.113 PTB7 uses a combination of push-pull, and quinoidal resonance to lower the bandgap 
and increase light absorbance, and has reached efficiencies over 10%.2,113 Another important 
family of push-pull donor polymers is the PBDB-T-2X family (Chart 1.1), which at the time of 
writing held the record for highest OPV efficiency when paired with a NFA.10,11 
Polymeric donors can suffer from a lack of reproducibility due to batch to batch variability 
of the molecular weights of polymers. To improve the reproducibility of lab to lab device 
performance, small molecule donors have also been investigated. Some of them (such as the 
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diketopyrrolopyrrole based DPP(TBFu)2, (Chart 1.1)) perform well with solvent vapour 
annealing;79,123 however, due to the lower performance of such devices (when compared to 
polymeric donors),124–126 small molecule donors will not be discussed further. 
1.5.3. Non-Fullerene Acceptors 
Fullerenes make good electron acceptors because they have an isotropic π-system capable 
of accepting electrons from any angle. Additionally, they have good isotropic charge transport, 
and can break up donor stacking to form interpenetrating networks. Unfortunately, fullerenes have 
many drawbacks: they are expensive, they have poor light absorption, and their energy levels are 
not easily tunable.114 To address these issues, researchers have recently focused on the 
development of non-fullerene acceptors.114–116,127 NFAs have easily tunable band gaps and energy 
levels, allowing for selective light absorption and donor energy matching, respectively.114–117 
Efforts have been made to make NFAs affordable and easy to synthesize; however, the highest 
performing NFAs remain expensive (albeit cheaper than fullerenes) and synthetically 
challenging.11 
 NFAs fall into two primary categories, rylene diimides and push-pull conjugated 
materials.116,117 Rylene diimides, such as perylene diimide (PDI), are excellent light absorbers, 
have high electron affinity, good charge transport, and low cost. PDI has a large conjugated π 
system that stacks to form large crystallites which improves charge transport.117,127–130 
Unfortunately, large crystallites can produce extremely large domains which leads to high 
geminate recombination losses as excitons are unable to diffuse to the boundary between the donor 
and PDI.117 In an effort to improve PDI morphology, the PDI units are usually attached to a linker 
designed to break up π stacking in the material; however, a careful balance must be maintained to 
not decrease the charge transport properties while reducing domain sizes.78,115,117,128,131–134 The 
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most effective approach to break up aggregation while maintaining charge transport is to add a 
linker to the PDI which induces a twist in the molecule, but still allows the PDI “paddles” to 
interact and transport charge, exemplified by SdiPBI-Se (Chart 1.1).78,117,135,136 PDI NFAs can be 
produced cheaply and with fewer synthetic steps than push-pull NFAs; however, challenges still 
remain with fine tuning solubility, morphology control, and charge transport, which currently 
limits efficiencies to around 10%.78,135,136  
NFAs with a push-pull system currently hold the record for OPV efficiency (IT4F, 14.5%, 
Chart 1.1) when matched with a modern donor.10,11 The push-pull NFAs follow the same 
principles as push-pull donors, which decreases the band gap of the material (Figure 1.10) and 
localizes the HOMO on the electron rich units and the LUMO on the electron poor units.116 The 
localized HOMO and LUMO serve two purposes. First, the large intramolecular charge transfer 
between push and pull units leads to a strong, broad light absorption.114 Second, if the LUMO of 
the acceptor molecule is less sterically hindered, the donor molecule will have a higher probability  
of LUMO overlap with the acceptor molecule; this increases the probability of electron transfer 
from the donor molecule to the acceptor molecule.116,137  
1.6. X-ray Diffraction 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments probe the atomic spacing between planes of atoms 
using a phenomenon known as diffraction. When two X-rays (of the same wavelength) are 
reflected off different planes of a crystal they can interact constructively or destructively depending 
on the spacing of the crystal planes.138 If the difference in distance travelled is equal to an integer 
value of the wavelength of the X-ray, the two waves interact constructively, and otherwise they 
interact destructively.138 This gives rise to Bragg’s Law, (Equation 1.4) where n is an integer, λ is 
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the wavelength of light, d is the spacing between lattice planes of the crystal, and θ is the incidence 
angle of the light.138 
𝑛𝜆 =  2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃)         (1.4) 
Single crystal XRD can provide a complete picture of the unit cell and extended packing of 
a crystalline material;138 however, OPV materials tend to be amorphous or semi-crystalline and 
single crystals can be difficult to obtain.78 Powder XRD (PXRD) provides less information than 
single crystal XRD as the signals from many smaller crystallites overlap, broadening diffraction 
signals from small dots to rings.139 Despite this, PXRD is a powerful tool for determining the 
crystalline properties of molecules.140 As an analytical technique, PXRD can be used to examine 
the fingerprint of a crystalline material to determine the make up of a blend of crystalline 
powders.139 However, one must take care when using PXRD as an analytical technique as any 
amorphous impurities will not diffract and remain unseen by the PXRD pattern.139 Additionally, 
if a close enough model exists, a Rietveld refinement can be performed to determine the crystalline 
structure of the powder material.139 However, due to the large variation in stacking, and only partial 
crystallinity of common OPV materials, a Rietveld refinement is difficult, time consuming, and 
usually requires a computational starting point. More useful for this thesis, the peak broadening of 
PXRD signals can be related to crystallite size and strain using the Scherrer equation (Equation 
1.5),141 where τ is the mean size of crystallite domains, K is the shape factor, λ is the X-ray 
wavelength, β is the line broadening of the diffraction peak, and θ is the Bragg angle. 
𝜏 =  ௄ఒ
ఉ௖௢௦ఏ
                                                                                                                             (1.5) 
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1.6.1. Grazing Incidence Wide Angle X-ray Scattering 
Grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) is a variation of PXRD, where a 
collimated X-ray beam interacts with the sample at a low incident angle. Organic molecules have 
a low Z (atomic number) which results in poor interaction with X-rays because scattering occurs 
when X-rays interact with the electron density of atoms.139 By using a grazing incidence angle, the 
path length of the X-rays in the organic sample is increased, which increases the probability of X-
rays scattering from the organic material.142 This increases signal to noise and allows the 
examination of thin films of organic molecules.142  
Benchtop GIWAXS setups are available; however, most GIWAXS experiments are 
performed at synchrotrons. Synchrotron radiation has a high X-ray flux, allowing for faster 
measurements than benchtop X-ray sources which facilitates in situ and operando 
measurements.143 In a synchrotron, a cluster of electrons is fired from an electron gun and 
accelerated to injection velocity by a linear particle accelerator.143 Once injected the electron 
cluster is accelerated around a booster ring where they reach relativistic speeds.143 Once up to 
relativistic speed the electron cluster is injected into the storage ring where the cluster is 
accelerated around corners at specific locations.143 The accelerating electrons give off broad 
spectrum radiation called synchrotron radiation which is collected by beamlines.143 At the 
Canadian Light Source (CLS) (where the GIWAXS for this thesis was performed) the Hard X-ray 
MicroAnalysis (HXMA) beamline collects hard X-rays by using filters to remove all lower and 
higher energy photons. The hard X-rays are then diffracted off a Si (111) crystal monochromator 
which uses Bragg diffraction to select a single X-ray wavelength.143 The X-ray beam is then sent 
through a vertical and horizontal slit to collimate the beam.143 
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When analysing GIWAXS data some experimental considerations such as the scattering 
geometry must be examined (Figure 1.11).144 The scattering vector (q) is the momentum transfer 
vector of diffracted X-rays in reciprocal space and can be represented using Equation 1.6.145 When 
Bragg’s law (Equation 1.4) is substituted into the scattering vector equation (Equation 1.6) it is 
shown that the scattering vector is independent of the wavelength of incident light and only 
depends on the d spacing of the material (Equation 1.7); this makes it a useful unit of measurement 
for synchrotron diffraction experiments where the wavelength of incident X-rays is easily varied. 
The total scattering vector (q) can be broken down into its component vectors, qx, qy, and qz.144 
When considering two dimensional (2D) GIWAXS patterns, the qx and qy vectors are in the plane 
of the substrate and overlap; the sum of qx and qy is defined as qr (Equation 1.8).144 The program 
GIXSGUI written and distributed by Zhang Jiang can be used to calibrate GIWAXS patterns using 
a standard diffraction pattern (usually silver behenate for organic molecules) collected at the same 
sample to detector distance and scattering geometry as the sample.144 
𝑞 = 4𝜋 ୱ୧୬(஘)
஛
                                                                                                                                 (1.6) 
𝑞 = ଶగ
ௗ
                                                                                                                                         (1.7) 
 
𝑞௥ = (𝑞௫ଶ +  𝑞௬ଶ)ଵ/ଶ                                                                                                                 (1.8) 
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Figure 1.11: Schematic diagram of grazing-incidence scattering geometry in the sample reference 
frame. Reproduced with permission of the International Union of Crystallography from reference 
Jiang, Z. J. Appl. Cryst. 2015, 48, 917.144  
The scattering vectors are vectors in reciprocal space with exact magnitudes and directions. 
An infinite number of scattering vectors in all directions with the same overall momentum can be 
modelled using an interaction sphere called the Ewald sphere.146 Where the Ewald sphere interacts 
with a point on the reciprocal lattice diffraction occurs.146 Unfortunately, when the Ewald sphere 
interacts with a 2D detector in real space, the entire sphere cannot be imaged.144 This results in a 
warping of the diffraction pattern on the detector which must be corrected with post processing 
and results in a missing wedge along qz (Figure 1.12).144  
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Figure 1.12: GIWAXS pattern (a) before and (b) after reshaping with respect to qz and qr, whose 
contour lines are shown in gold and red in (a). Reproduced with permission of the International 
Union of Crystallography from reference Jiang, Z. J. Appl. Cryst. 2015, 48, 917.144 
An isotropic distribution of crystallites in a thin film will produce a ring with equal intensity 
across qz and qr; however, some materials orient themselves preferentially (with respect to the 
substrate) when cast in thin films.147 Preferred orientation is shown in diffraction patterns as a 
reduction of intensity at specific parts of the diffraction ring (Figure 1.13).147 Whether the intensity 
increases or decrease along qz or qr depends on the orientation of the planes (parallel or 
perpendicular to the substrate).147 In the example in Figure 1.13 the crystallite planes oriented 
parallel to the substrate increased diffraction intensity along the qz axis and decreased intensity 
along the qr axis.147 
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Figure 1.13: Illustrations of example diffraction patterns for different microstructures. (a) 
Randomly oriented films produce a sharp ring, (b) oriented films with broad orientation 
distribution produce an arc, and (c) highly oriented films produce an ellipse. The inset shows the 
crystal orientation distribution that produced the pattern. (d) Diagram of the measurement scan for 
a qz scan for measuring plane spacing and a rocking curve for measuring orientation distribution.  
Reproduced from DeLongchamp, D. M.; Kline, R. J.; Fischer, D. A.; Richter, L. J. Toney, M. F. 
Adv. Mater. 2011, 23, 319. Copyright © 2011 WILEY‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, 
Weinheim.147 
The crystallinity of P3HT has been well studied by GIWAXS in the literature.24,43,60,61,147–150 
P3HT often adopts a preferred orientation with the aromatic thiophene ring lying either parallel 
(face on) or perpendicular (edge on) to the substrate (Figure 1.14).149 Figure 1.15 illustrates the 
diffraction pattern of primarily face on P3HT with a minor amount of edge on oriented crystallites 
and labels the diffraction peaks.43 For face on orientation the P3HT (100) peak intensity is 
weighted towards the qxy (qr) axis, and the intensity of the (010) π stacking peak is weighted 
towards the qz axis, and vice-versa for edge on orientation.43 P3HT tends to adopt edge on 
orientation under slow drying conditions,43,151 and thermal annealing,61 indicating that edge on 
orientation is the thermodynamically favoured orientation for P3HT.152,153 Face on orientation in 
P3HT has been achieved by kinetically trapping P3HT using a fast drying casting solvent such as 
chloroform.43,151 Face on orientation of P3HT results in the π stacking direction perpendicular to 
the substrate which has been shown to increase charge transport in P3HT;151,153,154 however, one 
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report by Gargi et al. suggests that the increased charge transport is mainly due to other factors 
(casting spin speed, molecular weight, casting solvent) which are difficult to isolate from P3HT 
orientation.149  
 
Figure 1.14: Illustration of the P3HT backbone stacking orientation relative to a substrate for an 
edge-on (a) and a face-on (b) stacking configuration. Adapted with permission from Gargi, D.; 
Kline, R. J.; DeLongchamp, D. M.; Fischer, D. A.; Toney, M. F.; O’Connor, B. T. J. Phys. Chem. 
C 2013, 117, 17421. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.149 
One of the primary inspirations for the work done in this thesis is a report from Verploegen 
et al. that explores in situ GIWAXS of P3HT during solvent vapour annealing with various 
solvents.43 Verploegen et al. showed that as cast films of neat P3HT, and 3:1 and 1:1 blend ratio 
BHJ films of P3HT:PC61BM showed preferred orientation of P3HT face on when cast from 
chloroform (kinetically trapped) and edge on when cast from chlorobenzene (thermodynamically 
favoured) (Figure 1.15 and Figure 1.16).43 They found that films cast from chlorobenzene did not 
undergo significant changes with SVA and opted to discuss chloroform cast films.43 They found 
that during SVA with all solvents tested, the P3HT films swelled (as indicated by an increase in 
the layer spacing of the lamellar stacking), and after annealing they de-swelled; however, the d 
spacing remained larger after annealing than the as cast films.43 It was also shown that chloroform 
and THF vapours decreased the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the P3HT (100) peak 
indicating an increase in crystallite size after annealing.43 Hexanes on the other hand resulted in 
little decrease in the FWHM, indicating that the crystallite sizes remained constant.43 Finally, they 
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showed that they were able to maintain face on orientation after SVA, indicating that unlike 
thermal annealing,61 SVA did not allow the polymer films enough freedom of movement to change 
orientations.43  
 
Figure 1.15: 2-D GIWAXS image of as-cast P3HT thin film. Reproduced with permission from 
Verploegen, E.; Miller, C. E.; Schmidt, K.; Bao, Z.; Toney, M. F. Chem. Mater. 2012, 24, 3923. 
Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.43 
 
 
Figure 1.16: 2-D GIWAXS images as-cast thin films of neat P3HT cast from chloroform and 
chlorobenzene. Adapted with permission from Verploegen, E.; Miller, C. E.; Schmidt, K.; Bao, 
Z.; Toney, M. F. Chem. Mater. 2012, 24, 3923. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.43 
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1.7. Force Microscopy Techniques 
1.7.1. Atomic Force Microscopy 
Atomic force microscopy is an imaging technique that scans a sharp probe across a sample 
measuring changes in sample height.155 The instrument consists of a sharp tip mounted on a 
cantilever, a laser and 2D detector, and a piezoelectric crystal.155,156 A piezoelectric material 
changes size in at least one dimension when an electric field is applied. To operate an AFM, a laser 
is reflected off the back of the cantilever and is centered on the 2D detector.157 In contact mode, 
the tip is then scanned along the surface of the sample and changes in sample height are detected 
as the tip bends the cantilever and the laser moves on the 2D detector.157 In constant force mode, 
the piezoelectric crystal expands or contracts as needed to lower or raise the AFM tip 
respectively.157 The vertical motion of the piezoelectric crystal is then recorded as height 
information at each pixel scanned by the tip.157 In constant height mode, the fixed end of the 
cantilever remains at the same height as it is rastered over the sample; deviations in sample height 
are measured by the defection of the cantilever and converted into a height image.157 
AFM records images of the material surface and the resolution is only limited by the size 
and radius of curvature of the tip. The image taken in AFM is a convolution of the tip and the 
surface characteristics.147 Therefore, when the tip is functionalized with a single carbon monoxide 
molecule, the electron density of chemical bonds can be imaged (Figure 1.17);158 however, dull 
or damaged tips greatly reduce image resolution and can induce imaging artifacts.157 Artificial 
broadening of sample features occurs when the edge of the AFM tip comes into contact with a rise 
in the sample before the point of the tip does. This occurs when there are sudden dramatic changes 
in sample height.157 Additionally, artifacts such as twinning of the image features or loss of 
resolution can occur if the tip breaks or picks up material from the sample.157  
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Figure 1.17: Scanning tunnelling microscopy and AFM imaging of pentacene on Cu(111). (a) 
Ball-and-stick model of the pentacene molecule. (b) Constant-current scanning tunnelling 
microscopy and (c and d) constant-height AFM images of pentacene acquired with a CO-modified 
tip. Imaging parameters are as follows: (b) set point I = 110 pA, V = 170 mV; (c) tip height z = –
0.1 Å [with respect to the scanning tunnelling microscopy set point above Cu(111)], oscillation 
amplitude A = 0.2 Å; and (d) z = 0.0 Å, A = 0.8 Å. The asymmetry in the molecular imaging in 
(d) (showing a “shadow” only on the left side of the molecules) is probably caused by asymmetric 
adsorption geometry of the CO molecule at the tip apex. From Gross, L.; Mohn, F.; Moll, N.; 
Liljeroth, P.; Meyer, G. Science 2009, 325 (5944), 1110.  Reprinted with permission from 
AAAS.158 
In contact mode AFM, there are high lateral forces exerted on the sample by the tip. These 
can be reduced by using a more flexible tip or using tapping mode. In “intermittent contact” or 
“tapping mode” AFM, the tip oscillates and taps the surface (or close to the surface in non-contact 
mode) of the sample.155 When in tapping mode, the cantilever is being driven at some oscillation 
frequency (usually at or near the cantilever’s natural resonant frequency).155 When the tip comes 
in close proximity to a sample it is first attracted (Van der Waal’s forces, dipole-dipole interactions, 
etc.) and then repelled (electrostatic forces) by the material’s surface, which alters the amplitude 
of oscillation.159 The piezoelectric crystal then adjusts the height of the cantilever to regenerate the 
appropriate oscillation amplitude and the movement of the piezoelectric is recorded as height 
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information. Inelastic collisions between the sample surface and the AFM tip result in a loss of 
energy and consequently a change in phase of the cantilever oscillation (Figure 1.18).160,161 The 
degree of phase changes between the drive signal and the response signal can be measured and 
plotted as the tip is rastered across the sample surface resulting in a phase image.160 Therefore 
materials in a blend can be distinguished in a phase image if they have sufficiently different 
mechanical properties.155 
 
Figure 1.18: Phase shift in AFM frequency detected for phase imaging. 
 Tapping mode is more suitable for imaging organic materials because it greatly reduces the 
lateral forces on the sample, and the phase image can be used to distinguish materials (provided 
there is a large enough difference in mechanical properties).155,162 The cantilever phase changes 
are dependent on tapping force, and tip-sample interactions; therefore, it is often difficult to 
ascertain which phase corresponds to which material without more advanced atomic force 
microscopy techniques.57,161–163 
One method to determine specific material placement in a BHJ film was developed by 
Jovanov et al.162 They chose PTB7 as the donor and PCBM as the acceptor, which have sufficiently 
different mechanical properties to be distinguished by phase AFM.162 A phase reference standard 
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was created by doctor blading PTB7 onto a glass substrate and annealing the sample to remove 
solvent; PCBM was then drop cast onto a corner of the film in cyclohexane (a non-solvent for 
PTB7) to prevent film mixing.162 After drying, a phase image was taken at the edge of the PCBM 
droplet overlapping the PTB7 film.162 The phase of neat PCBM and neat PTB7 were then 
recorded.162 Using the reference phases for the materials they could determine which cantilever 
phase corresponded to which material in the film.162 They found that PCBM formed large “flake-
like clusters” (that increased in size as the PCBM content was increased) imbedded in a PTB7 
matrix.162 Devices showed an increase in 𝐽ௌ஼  and a decrease in 𝑅ௌ as the size of the PCBM clusters 
increased, indicating better charge transport through the devices leading to higher efficiencies.162 
While this technique is useful for material determination, care must be taken when performing 
phase experiments to ensure the settings of the AFM are chosen correctly and remain consistent 
throughout the experiment. The phase of the cantilever can invert if the force exerted by the 
cantilever on the sample is changed.161 Additionally, AFM is a surface sensitive technique, so care 
must be taken when applying AFM results to interpret bulk material morphology.  
1.7.2. Photo-induced Force Microscopy 
Photo-induced force microscopy (PiFM) can image materials in a film directly provided they 
have a unique IR absorbance. PiFM uses a quantum cascade laser to excite vibrations in molecules 
with IR light while performing tapping mode atomic force microscopy with a metal coated tip 
(Figure 1.19).57,163 The absorbance selection rules for IR spectroscopy require a change in dipole 
moment of the absorbing molecule; this change in dipole induces a dipole in the metal AFM tip, 
generating an attractive force.163 The IR laser is pulsed at the difference frequency (𝑓௠) between 
the AFM topographic detection frequency (𝑓ଵ) and the PiFM detection frequency (𝑓଴) (𝑓௠ =  𝑓ଵ −
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 𝑓଴) which is known as side band modulation mode.163 Operating in side band modulation mode 
maximises the amplitude of the PiFM signal in the localized force region of the of the tip to sample 
distance, which in turn increases the clarity of the PiFM signal.163  
 
Figure 1.19: Simplified schematic of the PiFM setup. Reprinted with permission from Gu, K. L.; 
Zhou, Y.; Morrison, W. A.; Park, K.; Park, S.; Bao, Z. ACS Nano, 2018, 12, 1473. Copyright 2018 
American Chemical Society.57 
Gu et al. were able to image the domains of an all polymer BHJ using PiFM.57 Due to the 
similarities in optical and mechanical properties of the donor and acceptor polymers, phase AFM, 
and electron and optical microscopy techniques provide poor material distinctions; however, PiFM 
can distinguish between two polymeric materials provided they have at least one unique IR 
absorbance.57 Gu examined the morphology of a BHJ blend of poly(isoindigo-bithiophene) with 
10 mol % polystyrene side chains (PII-2T-PS) as the donor and a polymeric PDI based acceptor 
(PPDI-T, Chart 1.1) cast with various concentrations of the casting additive 1-CN.57 They could 
quantitatively determine domain sizes which they reproduced with resonant soft X-ray scattering 
to confirm the results.57 The results showed that the domain sizes of the BHJ materials decreased 
with increasing 1-CN concentration.57 More importantly, they showed that PiFM could image 
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domains of BHJ that were too similar to examine by AFM topography or phase imaging (Figure 
1.20).57 
 
Figure 1.20: Donor phase PiFM (top), AFM topography (middle), and AFM phase (bottom) of 
PII-2T-PS/PPDI-T BHJ films. All images are 1 × 1 μm. Reprinted with permission from Gu, K. 
L.; Zhou, Y.; Morrison, W. A.; Park, K.; Park, S.; Bao, Z. ACS Nano, 2018, 12, 1473. Copyright 
2018 American Chemical Society.57 
1.8. Objectives 
The primary hypothesis of the thesis is that: The morphology of organic solar cells can be 
controlled by tuning the solvent vapour concentration during solvent vapour annealing.  
The primary objective of the research was to increase the level of OPV morphology control 
in the solvent vapour annealing technique. To accomplish this objective, several secondary 
objectives were identified: 
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1. Adapt the variable pressure flow through solvent vapour annealing apparatus commonly 
used in block copolymers to anneal OPVs.  
2. Use the flow through VP-SVA apparatus to anneal a well-known model system 
P3HT:PC61BM to validate the system’s control over morphology.  
3. Use the flow through VP-SVA system to control the morphology of a modern OPV 
system and illustrate the versatility of the variable pressure flow through solvent vapour 
annealing system.  
1.9. Co-Authorship Statement 
I am the primary author and I carried out all the experimental work with the following 
exceptions. Kyle Fransishyn from the University of Saskatchewan helped design the UV/Vis and 
GIWAXS chambers and assisted with the GIWAXS experiments at the CLS. Nick Randell, Rick 
Pettipas, and Timothy Kelly from the University of Saskatchewan assisted with GIWAXS 
experiments at the CLS. Seth McAfee from the University of Calgary synthesized PDI-DPP-PDI 
and provided casting conditions. Jessica Kong from the University of Washington performed the 
PiFM measurements. 
1.10. Manuscript Permission 
Chapters 2 and 3 were adapted with permission from Zomerman, D.; Kong, J.; McAfee, S. 
M.; Welch, G. C.; Kelly, T. L. ACS Appl. Energy Mater. 2018, DOI: 10.1021/acsaem.8b01214. 
Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.99 
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Chapter 2: Experimental 
 
2.1. Materials 
All materials were used as received unless otherwise stated. Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (Mw = 
57000 g/mol, dispersity (Đ) = 2.4, 91% regioregularity) was purchased from Rieke Metals. Phenyl-
C61-butyric acid methyl ester was purchased from Nano-C. Poly{4,8-bis[5-(2-
ethylhexyl)thiophen-2-yl]benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']dithiophene-2,6-diyl-alt-3-fluoro-2-[(2-
ethylhexyl)carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]thiophene-4,6-diyl} (PTB7-Th) was purchased from 
Luminescence Technology Inc. (Lot: S9139-170220001). PDI-DPP-PDI was provided by Seth 
McAfee from the Welch group at the University of Calgary.78 Zinc acetate dihydrate, acetone, 
isopropanol and chloroform were purchased from Fisher Scientific. Silver behenate, 2-
methoxyethanol, and ethanolamine were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
2.2. Characterization 
UV/Vis spectroscopy was carried out on thin films deposited on glass/ZnO substrates using 
a Cary 6000i spectrophotometer. In situ experiments were carried out in a custom-built, gas-tight 
aluminium chamber. Scans were performed from 900 nm to 250 nm at a rate of 1010 nm/min. 
Attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) experiments were carried out 
on a Bruker Alpha Platinum-ATR FTIR spectrometer. PiFM was performed by Jessica Kong on 
thin films on ITO/ZnO substrates using a Molecular Vista microscope at the University of 
Washington. Images were acquired in sideband mode, where the PiFM and topography images 
were obtained at the first and second mechanical resonance frequencies of a Pt coated, Si 
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MikroMasch cantilever (320 kHz and 1.9 MHz, respectively). Scans were acquired at 0.25-0.35 
lines/sec with time constants of 10-20 ms. 
2.3. GIWAXS Parameters 
GIWAXS experiments were performed at the CLS using the HXMA beamline. A photon 
energy of 12.7 keV was selected using a Si(111) monochromator. GIWAXS patterns were 
collected with a SX165 charge-coupled device detector (80 μm pixel size; 16.3 cm diameter), 
which was placed 158 mm from the sample center. The beam slits were set to a 0.10 mm vertical 
gap and a 0.30 mm horizontal gap. Thin film samples were deposited on <100> silicon wafers with 
a ~ 100 nm thermal oxide layer, and the angle of incidence of the X-ray beam was set to 0.02°. 
The GIWAXS data were calibrated against a silver behenate standard and analyzed using 
GIXSGUI.144   
2.4. Device Characterization  
Current-voltage measurements on OPV devices were performed inside a nitrogen-filled 
glovebox using a Keithley 2400 source-measure unit. The cells were illuminated by a 450 W Class 
AAA solar simulator equipped with an AM1.5G filter (Oriel Instruments, Sol3A) at a calibrated 
intensity of 1 Sun, as determined by a standard silicon reference cell (Oriel Instruments, 91150V). 
The cell area was defined to be 0.0708 cm2 by a non-reflective anodized aluminum mask.  
2.5. Variable-Pressure Solvent Vapour Annealing 
VP-SVA was performed using a stream of nitrogen carrier gas connected to two Alicat MC-
500SCCM-D/5M mass flow controllers set to a combined total flow rate of 250 standard cubic 
centimeters per minute (SCCM). One gas stream was passed through two solvent bubblers 
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connected in series to become saturated with solvent vapour. The second gas stream remained dry. 
The two gas streams were mixed, with the relative flow rates defining the partial pressure of the 
solvent vapour (p). The solvent concentrations are reported as p/psat where psat is the saturation 
vapour pressure. All annealing experiments were performed by flowing dry nitrogen over the 
sample for two minutes, followed by 30 minutes of solvent vapour annealing and 30 minutes of 
drying under a flow of dry nitrogen.  
2.6. Substrate Preparation 
Glass substrates (Fisherbrand glass microscope slides) and <100> oriented silicon wafers 
(100 nm thermal oxide, University Wafer) were prepared by cutting into 25 mm × 25 mm squares, 
and ITO-patterned glass substrates (25 mm × 25 mm, Rs = 20 Ω/sq) were purchased from Xin Yan 
Technology Ltd. The substrates were cleaned by successive sonication for 20 minutes in 2% Extran 
detergent in distilled water, Millipore water, acetone, and isopropanol and stored under 
isopropanol until use. All substrates were blown dry with filtered nitrogen and UV/ozone cleaned 
for 15 minutes immediately prior to use.  
2.7. ZnO Films 
ZnO sol-gel precursor solutions were prepared by dissolving zinc acetate dihydrate (108 mg, 
0.49 mmol) and ethanolamine (30 μL, 0.50 mmol) in 2-methoxyethanol (1.0 mL) and stirring 
vigorously overnight. The solution was then filtered through a 0.45 μm PTFE syringe filter; 50 μL 
was spin coated onto glass or ITO-coated glass substrates at 5000 r.p.m. for 60 s with an 
acceleration of 2500 r.p.m./s. The films were then annealed at 180 °C for 15 minutes, and brought 
into a nitrogen-filled glovebox while still above 120 °C. 
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2.8. P3HT:PC61BM Films 
1:0.6 (w/w) P3HT:PC61BM (10 mg/mL total concentration) solutions in chloroform (dried 
over 4 Å molecular sieves and degassed in vacuo) were prepared inside a nitrogen-filled glovebox. 
The solutions were weighed then stirred overnight at room temperature. In the morning, the vials 
were weighed again and topped up with an appropriate amount of chloroform. The solutions were 
then filtered through a 0.45 μm PTFE syringe filter before being spin coated (1000 r.p.m. for 15 
seconds and 3000 r.p.m. for 45 seconds) onto either glass/ZnO, ITO/ZnO, or silicon substrates. 
The films were then solvent annealed as described in chapter 3. 
2.9. PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI Films 
Neat PTB7-Th (10 mg/mL), PDI-DPP-PDI (10 mg/mL), and 2:3 (w/w) PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-
PDI (10 mg/mL total concentration) solutions in chloroform were prepared in air. The solutions 
were weighed then stirred overnight at room temperature. In the morning, the vials were weighed 
again and topped up with an appropriate amount of chloroform. The solutions were then filtered 
through a 0.45 μm syringe filter before being spin coated (1500 r.p.m. for 60 s, with an acceleration 
of 10000 r.p.m./s) onto either glass/ZnO, ITO/ZnO, or silicon substrates. The films were then 
solvent annealed as described in chapter 3. 
2.10. OPV Device Fabrication 
After depositing and annealing the ITO/ZnO/P3HT:PC61BM and ITO/ZnO/PTB7-Th:PDI-
DPP-PDI films, MoO3−x (7 nm, 0.1 Å/s) and Ag (100 nm, 0.3 Å/s) were thermally evaporated at a 
base pressure of 1 × 10−6 mbar. 
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Chapter 3: Results and Discussion 
3.1. Introduction 
In this thesis, a flow through VP-SVA apparatus was designed to control the morphology of 
OPV active layers (Figure 1.8). P3HT:PC61BM (Chart 3.1) was used to validate the ability of the 
flow through VP-SVA system to control active layer morphology. P3HT:PC61BM is an excellent 
model system because it has been well studied and its morphological changes are well 
known.43,70,72,77,104,111 Once the system was validated, a PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI blend was 
examined as a representative of modern OPV BHJ blends (Chart 3.1).78 PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI 
has been shown to over anneal in saturated chloroform concentrations, making it an ideal candidate 
for flow through VP-SVA.78 In this thesis it is shown that SVA with increasing chloroform vapour 
concentration increases phase separation in the BHJ blends as indicated by UV/Vis spectroscopy 
and PiFM. The crystallite sizes of the active layer materials also increase with chloroform vapour 
concentration for both neat materials and BHJ blends as shown by GIWAXS. Finally, it is shown 
that the combination of phase separation and increasing crystallite size can improve the device 
performance of the selected BHJ blends; however, over annealing can cause a loss in performance 
due to the creation of overly large domains and a loss of preferred orientation, illustrating the 
importance of variable-pressure solvent annealing. 
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Chart 3.1: Structures of organic photovoltaic active layer materials used in this thesis 
3.2. P3HT:PC61BM 
3.2.1. UV-Visible Spectroscopy 
In order to investigate changes in P3HT aggregation during the SVA process, an in situ 
UV/Vis spectroscopy chamber was designed and incorporated into a flow through VP-SVA setup 
(Figure 1.8). Annealing P3HT induces aggregation which can be seen in the UV/Vis spectrum as 
absorbance shoulders at 548 nm and 600 nm.42 Thin films of 1:0.6 w/w P3HT:PC61BM were cast 
from chloroform to kinetically trap the system in a homogenous disordered morphology, allowing 
for maximum control over morphology changes. Dry nitrogen was purged over the samples for 
two minutes and the samples were annealed for 30 minutes followed by a 30 minute drying period 
where the sample chamber is flushed with dry nitrogen. In situ UV/Vis spectra were collected 
during the annealing process at a rate of one scan every two minutes (Figure 3.1). The spectra of 
the as cast and annealed films are provided in Figure 3.2 to illustrate the overall effects of SVA at 
different chloroform vapour concentrations. The as cast P3HT:PC61BM films show a broad peak 
with an absorbance maximum at 503 nm and little shouldering at 548 and 600 nm, indicating a 
low degree of aggregation due to the kinetic trapping of the P3HT chains. During annealing at 
p/psat = 0.25 there is a gradual increase of the absorbance and a red shift to 513 nm of the peak 
maximum (Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2a). Additionally, there is a gradual increase in the absorbance 
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at both 548 and 600 nm during annealing. Upon drying there is immediately a small jump in 
absorbance for all peaks and the final scan shows more pronounced aggregation shoulders at 548 
and 600 nm. When the concentration of chloroform is increased to p/psat = 0.50 and 0.75, the 
increase in absorbance and the red shift of the primary absorbance peak occur more quickly, and 
the absorbance of the aggregation shoulders at 548 and 600 nm increases further (Figure 3.1b,c 
and Figure 3.2). Increasing the chloroform vapour concentration to p/psat = 0.95 rapidly increases 
the absorbance of the primary absorbance peak, but to a lesser degree than p/psat = 0.50 and 0.75 
(Figure 3.1d and Figure 3.2). At p/psat = 0.95, the shoulder at 548 nm increases to a lesser degree 
than films annealed at p/psat = 0.75, while the shoulder at 600 nm increases to a larger degree 
relative to p/psat = 0.75. The changes in absorbance for all films indicate that increasing the 
annealing vapour pressure of chloroform increases P3HT aggregation. 
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Figure 3.1: In situ UV/Vis spectroscopy of 1:0.6 (w/w) P3HT:PC61BM thin films annealed with 
chloroform vapour concentrations (p/psat) of: (a) 0.25, (b) 0.50, (c) 0.75, and (d) 0.95. Spectra were 
acquired at two minute intervals. The direction of change is indicated by arrows. Spectra for the 
initial (as cast), solvent exposure, and drying stages are shown in blue, purple, and red, 
respectively.  
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Figure 3.2: (a) Post annealing UV/Vis spectra and (b) absorbance at 600 nm as a function of time 
for P3HT:PC61BM thin films annealed at various chloroform concentrations. 
It is clear from the in situ absorbance scans that the P3HT morphology changes rapidly upon 
the introduction of solvent vapour and information was being lost due to the time limitation of two 
minutes per scan. To increase the temporal resolution of the UV/Vis measurements, the absorbance 
of P3HT:PC61BM thin films at 600 nm was measured in situ as a function of time during the 
annealing process (Figure 3.2). Samples were annealed the same as before, where dry nitrogen 
was flowed over the sample for two minutes to attain a baseline absorbance; chloroform solvent 
vapour (at various concentrations) was then introduced to the chamber for 30 minutes followed by 
a dry nitrogen purge for 30 minutes. Within the first minute of introducing chloroform vapour to 
the sample chamber, a decrease in absorbance was seen for all annealing concentrations indicating 
a loss in aggregation as the film initially swelled. After the initial swelling, there is an increase in 
absorbance at 600 nm for all samples indicating an increase in aggregation. At a chloroform vapour 
concentration of p/psat = 0.25 the absorbance at 600 nm increased throughout the annealing process, 
indicating that the P3HT chains have low mobility at low chloroform vapour concentrations. A 30 
minute annealing time was insufficient for full rearrangement of P3HT into the most 
thermodynamically stable state. Increasing the chloroform concentration to p/psat = 0.50, 0.75, and 
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0.95 allows the P3HT chains enough freedom of movement to quickly reach a thermodynamically 
favored morphology. During annealing, the P3HT aggregation is greatest with p/psat = 0.50 and 
decreases as chloroform vapour concentration increases, indicating that increasing the chloroform 
vapour concentration increases film swelling. Once the solvent is removed, the absorbance at 600 
nm of all films increases immediately, indicating the P3HT is aggregating upon drying. The trend 
shows that increasing chloroform vapour concentration increases the degree of P3HT aggregation. 
The annealing time appears to be less important than the solvent vapour concentration once at or 
above p/psat = 0.50, which should aid in the reproducibility of the process from lab to lab. 
3.2.2. Photo-induced Force Microscopy 
Film morphology and domain sizes greatly affect device performance in OPVs. AFM and 
PiFM provide a direct image of film roughness and surface domains respectively. PiFM was used 
to examine the morphology of P3HT:PC61BM thin films as cast and after annealing at various 
chloroform vapour concentrations (Figure 3.3). PiFM can directly identify materials in a blend 
based on their unique IR absorbance.57,163 A frequency of 810 cm−1 (Figure 3.4), corresponding to 
the out of plane C-H bend in the thiophene ring, was used to image P3HT.164 For PC61BM, a 
frequency of 1740 cm−1 was used, corresponding to the carbonyl stretch on the ester group (Figure 
3.4). For the as cast film and the film annealed at p/psat = 0.25, it is difficult to differentiate domains 
of P3HT and PC61BM from noise in the PiFM images, indicating that the films are a mostly 
homogenous blend of P3HT and PC61BM. Upon increasing the chloroform vapour concentration 
to p/psat = 0.50, domains of phase pure P3HT can be seen in the PiFM image at 810 cm−1; however, 
the image at 1740 cm−1 remains noisy. Increasing the chloroform vapour concentration further to 
p/psat = 0.75 induces phase separation in the BHJ blend as evidenced by pure domains of P3HT 
and PC61BM in the PiFM images. The largest degree of phase separation is seen when the 
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annealing concentration of chloroform vapour reaches p/psat = 0.95; large globules of PC61BM 
form in a P3HT network as the domains increase in size and purity.  
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Figure 3.3: PiFM images of P3HT:PC61BM thin films annealed at various chloroform vapour 
concentrations. Excitation at (a) 810 cm−1 and (b) 1740 cm−1. 
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Figure 3.4: (a) PiFM spectra of films of pure P3HT and PC61BM. PiFM and ATR-FTIR spectra 
of pure (b) P3HT and (c) PC61BM. 
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the PiFM images further confirms the trend seen visually 
in the PiFM images (Figure 3.5). In a FFT image, lower spatial frequencies appear in the center 
and higher frequencies appear around the edges; this results in larger domains appearing as signals 
in the central low spatial frequency region of the FFT image, and smaller domains appearing 
around the edges of the FFT image in the high frequency region. The FFT of the PiFM images for 
P3HT:PC61BM films as cast and annealed at p/psat = 0.25 reveal that the images primarily consist 
of line scan noise as indicated by the large vertical line with equal intensity and spacing. The PiFM 
FFT of the films annealed at p/psat = 0.50 show a reduction in noise and larger domains of P3HT 
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in the 810 cm−1 image; however, the image at 1740 cm−1 remains largely noise. Once the 
concentration of chloroform vapour is increased to p/psat = 0.75 and 0.95, the domains of P3HT 
and PC61BM become larger and phase separated, indicated by a reduction of line scan noise and 
the collapse of the FFT signal towards the center of the image. 
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Figure 3.5: FFT of the PiFM signal at (a) 810 cm–1 and (b) 1740 cm–1 for P3HT:PC61BM thin 
films annealed at various chloroform concentrations. 
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Topographic AFM images can be collected in conjunction with PiFM images providing more 
information about the surface of BHJ samples. The topographies of the as cast film and the films 
annealed at p/psat = 0.25 and 0.50 have root mean squared (RMS) surface roughnesses (Rq) of 0.58 
nm, 0.68 nm, and 0.56 nm respectively (Figure 3.6). The relatively low surface roughness of these 
samples validates the homogeneity of the BHJ seen in PiFM. Upon increasing the chloroform 
concentration to p/psat = 0.75 and 0.95 there is a large increase in RMS roughness to 0.80 nm and 
1.99 nm respectively, which is consistent with the formation of larger discrete domains of P3HT 
and PC61BM globules, as seen in the PiFM images. 
 
Figure 3.6: AFM topographic images of P3HT:PC61BM thin films annealed at various chloroform 
concentrations. Rq = 0.58, 0.68, 0.56, 0.80, and 1.99 nm for the as cast film and films annealed at 
p/psat = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 0.95, respectively. 
3.2.3. Grazing Incidence Wide Angle X-ray Scattering 
The crystallinity and orientation of crystallites greatly affect charge transport in OPVs. To 
examine the effect of VP-SVA on crystallinity, GIWAXS was performed on as cast and annealed 
films of P3HT:PC61BM (Figure 3.7). The as cast film shows a P3HT (100) peak at q ≈ 0.35 Å−1 
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with higher intensity in the qr plane indicating preferential face-on orientation as shown in the 
linecuts along qr and qz (Figure 3.8).43,149 There was also a broad P3HT (010) π-π stacking peak 
at q ≈ 1.6 Å−1 oriented in the qz plane further indicating preferred face-on stacking.43 The broad 
peak of weakly ordered PC61BM at q ≈ 1.3 Å−1 is mostly isotropic indicating little to no PC61BM 
preferred orientation.43 
 
 
Figure 3.7: (a) GIWAXS patterns of P3HT:PC61BM thin films annealed at various chloroform 
vapour concentrations. (b) Azimuthally-integrated linecuts (from χ = –85° to 85°) of the GIWAXS 
patterns from (a). (c) FWHM of the P3HT (100) peaks after background subtraction. 
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Figure 3.8: GIWAXS linecuts of P3HT:PC61BM thin films, azimuthally-integrated from χ = 0-
20° and χ = 70-90°, where χ is the angle between q and qz. P3HT:PC61BM films were: (a) as cast, 
and annealed at (b) 0.25, (c) 0.50, (d) 0.75, and (e) 0.95 p/psat. 
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The P3HT:PC61BM films annealed at chloroform vapour concentrations of p/psat = 0.25 and 
0.50 show a rapid decrease in the FWHM of the P3HT (100) diffraction peak indicating the size 
of the crystallites are increasing (Figure 3.7).141 The exact crystallite size cannot be determined in 
these experiments due to the large degree of instrumental broadening that arises from the sample 
geometry; in this thesis the FWHM of diffraction peaks will be used as an approximation to 
compare the crystallite sizes between similar samples (Equation 1.5). The films annealed at p/psat 
= 0.25 and 0.50 still show a high degree of face-on orientation in P3HT and higher order (200) 
peaks begin to appear at q ≈ 0.71 Å−1 (Figure 3.8). As the concentration of annealing chloroform 
vapour is increased to p/psat = 0.75, there is little change in the FWHM of the P3HT (100) peak; 
however, the appearance of a higher order P3HT (300) peak at q ≈ 1.13 Å−1 indicates further 
crystallization as the material becomes more ordered. At p/psat = 0.95, the FWHM of the P3HT 
(100) peak decreases further and higher order (200) and (300) peaks are present, indicating larger 
P3HT crystallites and an overall larger degree of crystallinity than the less annealed samples. 
Additionally, there is an increase in the intensity of the (100), (200), and (300) P3HT peaks along 
the qz axis, and the orthogonal (010) peak intensity orients more towards the qr axis, indicating a 
change to predominantly edge-on morphology in P3HT (Figure 3.8). The PC61BM peak remains 
relatively isotropic throughout the annealing process, regardless of chloroform vapour 
concentration. 
3.2.4. Device Performance 
P3HT:PC61BM devices were fabricated to correlate the effects of morphological changes to 
device performance. Devices were cast from chloroform, and annealed at various chloroform 
vapour concentrations. As cast P3HT:PC61BM devices had a relatively low PCE of 1.6 ± 0.1% 
(Figure 3.9). Upon annealing with chloroform vapour at p/psat = 0.25, the device efficiency 
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increased to 2.4 ± 0.2%. The increase in efficiency can be attributed to an increase in 𝐽ௌ஼  and a 
decrease in 𝑅ௌ resulting in a higher FF (Table 3.1). A small loss in 𝑉ை஼ also occurred (Figure 3.9). 
The decrease in 𝑅ௌ and increase in 𝐽ௌ஼  are probably caused by an increase in P3HT charge carrier 
mobility. Increasing P3HT aggregation and crystallinity leads to an increase in interchain P3HT 
π-π orbital overlap; this has been shown to increase carrier mobility.73 As the chloroform vapour 
concentration was increased to p/psat = 0.50 and 0.75, the PCE of the devices increased to 2.6 ± 
0.2% and 2.9 ± 0.2%, respectively. The PCE increases can again be attributed to increases in 𝐽ௌ஼  
and decreases in 𝑅ௌ as the films aggregated further and began to phase separate, thus increasing 
P3HT hole transport and the number of continuous charge transport pathways to the electrodes. 
The PCE dropped to 2.7 ± 0.2% for devices annealed at p/psat = 0.95. The drop in PCE is caused 
primarily by a drop in the 𝐽ௌ஼ , while FF, 𝑉ை஼, and 𝑅ௌ remain similar. Geminate recombination due 
to overly large domains, and a decrease in charge transport are likely causes of lost efficiency.  
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Figure 3.9: (a) Power conversion efficiency of P3HT:PC61BM devices annealed at various 
chloroform concentrations. The dots represent mean values, and the central lines the medians. The 
box defines the 25th and 75th percentiles, while the bars define the 5th and 95th percentiles. The 
maximum and minimum PCE values are each denoted by an ×. Device statistics were derived from 
measurements on a minimum of 27 devices (8 devices per substrate). (b) J-V curves in the light 
(solid) and the dark (dashed) for the highest performing P3HT:PC61BM devices annealed at 
various chloroform concentrations. 
In OPVs, charge carriers must travel perpendicular to the substrate to be collected at the 
electrodes. The as cast film and the films annealed at p/psat = 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 show 
predominantly face on P3HT orientation (Figure 1.14 and Figure 3.7); however, the film annealed 
at p/psat = 0.95 shows P3HT stacking predominantly in edge on orientation. The decrease in 
photocurrent in the p/psat = 0.95 devices could be a result of reduced hole mobility normal to the 
substrate due to the edge on orientation of the P3HT (where the π-π stacking direction is parallel 
to the substrate).43 Further loss of photocurrent may be the result of larger domain sizes of both 
P3HT and PC61BM. Larger domains could lead to increased geminate recombination as the bound 
excitons cannot migrate to a donor-acceptor interface within their lifetime.21 
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Table 3.1: Device performance parameters for P3HT:PC61BM devices annealed at various 
chloroform vapour concentrations. 
Annealing 
Condition 
N Voc 
(V) 
Jsc a 
(mA·cm–2) 
Fill Factor 
(%) 
PCE a 
(%) 
RS b 
(Ω·cm2) 
RSh × 10–2 b 
(Ω·cm2) 
As Cast 32 0.726 ± 0.007 5.0 ± 0.3 45 ± 2 1.6 ± 0.1 41 ± 5 6.9 ± 0.7 
p/psat = 0.25 31 0.642 ± 0.007 7.1 ± 0.3 52 ± 2 2.4 ± 0.2 22 ± 3 6.6 ± 0.6 
p/psat = 0.50 32 0.607 ± 0.008 8.1 ± 0.4 53 ± 2 2.6 ± 0.2 18 ± 2 6 ± 1 
p/psat = 0.75 30 0.609 ± 0.008 8.3 ± 0.4 57 ± 2 2.9 ± 0.2 14 ± 2 7.8 ± 0.7 
p/psat = 0.95 27 0.626 ± 0.008 7.6 ± 0.4 58 ± 2 2.7 ± 0.2 14 ± 2 9 ± 1 
a Jsc and PCE were calculated using the apertured device area (0.0708 cm2). b Resistances were calculated 
based on the slope at Voc and Jsc and the non-apertured device area (0.085 cm2).  
3.3. PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI  
3.3.1. UV-Visible Spectroscopy 
After successfully using the flow through VP-SVA system to control the morphology of the 
P3HT:PC61BM BHJ system, we examined a representative modern NFA system, PTB7-Th:PDI-
DPP-PDI. This system was chosen because it was shown to increase efficiency with SVA, but was 
also susceptible to over annealing, illustrating the need for control over the annealing process.78  
Since PTB7-Th and PDI-DPP-PDI are less studied than P3HT:PC61BM, the neat materials 
were examined to gain insight into the effects of annealing on a less complicated system. Films of 
neat PDI-DPP-PDI were annealed at various chloroform concentrations and examined by UV/Vis 
spectroscopy (Figure 3.10). The as cast film shows a broad absorbance centered around 642 nm 
involving the DPP core and two sharp absorbance peaks at 532 nm and 501 nm from the PDI 
terminal units.78 Annealing at p/psat = 0.25 and 0.50 produced little change in the absorbance 
spectra. Increasing the chloroform vapour concentration to p/psat = 0.75 induced major changes to 
the absorbance spectrum; the PDI peak at 501 nm decreased in intensity greatly, the PDI peak at 
532 nm red shifted to 539 nm and decreased in intensity, the broad DPP peak at 642 nm 
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disappeared, and a new DPP peak grew in at 579 nm. In a previous report by Payne et al. the 
changes in the UV/Vis absorbance spectrum of PDI-DPP-PDI were attributed to a rearrangement 
of the DPP core.165 When the annealing chloroform vapour concentration was increased further to 
p/psat = 0.95, similar spectral changes occurred as at p/psat = 0.75, but to a greater degree. Neat 
PTB7-Th has absorbance peaks in the UV/Vis spectrum at 642 and 699 nm which undergo little 
change when annealed with chloroform at all concentrations (Figure 3.11). 
 
Figure 3.10: UV/Vis spectra of neat PDI-DPP-PDI thin films annealed at various chloroform 
concentrations. 
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Figure 3.11: UV/Vis spectra of neat PTB7-Th thin films annealed at various chloroform 
concentrations: (a) full range and (b) expanded view. The expanded view of the absorption band 
shows that the small changes are not due to differences in solvent vapour concentration, but are 
primarily the result of variability in film thickness. 
BHJ blend films of 1:1.5 w/w PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI were annealed at various chloroform 
concentrations and examined by UV/Vis spectroscopy (Figure 3.12). The absorbance of the as 
cast blend is a superimposition of the spectra of the neat materials. PDI peaks remain at 500 and 
531 nm and the absorbance peaks of PTB7-Th (642 and 699 nm) overlap with the broad DPP peak 
at 642 nm. The blend behaves similarly to the neat materials, with little overall change occurring 
after VP-SVA at low chloroform vapour concentrations (p/psat = 0.25, and 0.50). In the in situ VP-
SVA experiments, a small decrease in the DPP absorbance can be seen during annealing 
(indicating swelling of the film) with slightly higher swelling for the p/psat = 0.50 film than the 
p/psat = 0.25 film (Figure 3.13). At p/psat = 0.75 a large change in the absorbance profile occurred, 
similar to neat PDI-DPP-PDI. During annealing, there was a large decrease in absorbance in the 
region from 640 nm to 695 nm that is probably due to the loss of the broad DPP peak at 642 nm 
(Figure 3.13); this change was seen in the neat PDI-DPP-PDI, but not in the neat PTB7-Th. 
Additionally, the absorbance of PDI at 500 nm decreases dramatically, and the absorbance 
originally at 530 nm decreases and red shifts to 537 nm. A new peak at 583 nm grows in indicating 
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a rearrangement of the DPP core in PDI-DPP-PDI is also present in the BHJ blends.78 Upon 
annealing at p/psat = 0.95 the annealing effects are again similar to p/psat = 0.75 but occur to a 
greater extent. 
 
Figure 3.12: (a) Post-annealing UV/Vis spectra and (b) absorbance at 584 nm as a function of time 
for PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI thin films annealed at various chloroform vapour concentrations. 
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Figure 3.13: In situ UV/Vis spectroscopy of PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI thin films annealed with 
chloroform vapour concentrations (p/psat) of: (a) 0.25, (b) 0.50, (c) 0.75, and (d) 0.95. Spectra were 
acquired at two minute intervals. The direction of change is indicated by arrows. Spectra for the 
initial (as cast), solvent exposure, and drying stages are shown in blue, purple, and red, 
respectively.  
 
The absorbance of PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI BHJ films was measured in situ at 584 nm over 
the annealing process to watch the growth of the new DPP stacking motif. The samples were 
subjected to a flow of dry nitrogen for two minutes to obtain a background absorbance, then 
chloroform vapour was introduced to the annealing chamber at various concentrations for 30 
minutes followed by a 30 minute drying period. As with the P3HT:PC61BM samples, there is a 
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decrease in absorbance within the first 60 seconds of SVA as the films swell and DPP stacking 
decreases. At a solvent vapour concentration of p/psat = 0.25 and 0.50 the films remain swollen for 
the duration of the annealing and return to their original absorbance once the films are dry. 
Increasing the annealing concentration to p/psat = 0.75 induces major changes in the in situ 
absorbance profile. There is an increase in absorbance at 584 nm during annealing and the 
absorbance profile does not plateau indicating that increased annealing time would likely result in 
increased absorbance. Upon drying, the absorbance at 584 nm increases further indicating that the 
film de-swells and the DPP orients to the new orientation. As the concentration of chloroform 
vapour is increased to p/psat = 0.95 the growth of the absorbance at 584 nm increases rapidly during 
annealing, and there is an increase in absorbance immediately upon drying. The final absorbance 
at p/psat = 0.95 is higher than all other annealing concentrations, indicating an increased level of 
DPP rearrangement as the chloroform vapour concentration is increased.  
3.3.2. Photo-induced Force Microscopy  
To investigate the effect of SVA on the domain sizes and phase separation of the PTB7-
Th:PDI-DPP-PDI BHJ blend, PiFM images were taken of BHJ films annealed at various 
chloroform vapour concentrations (Figure 3.14). Due to the lack of a unique IR signal from PTB7-
Th in the range of 800 cm−1 to 1800 cm−1 (the effective range of the quantum cascade laser), the 
only unique PiFM signal that can be used is the carbonyl stretch in PDI-DPP-PDI at 1694 cm−1 
(Figure 3.15). The PiFM at 1694 cm−1 of the as cast blend shows an intimate mixture of PTB7-Th 
and PDI-DPP-PDI as the phases can barely be distinguished from the noise. Upon annealing with 
chloroform vapour at p/psat = 0.25 and 0.50 the domain sizes of PDI-DPP-PDI remain small. 
Consistent with the UV/Vis spectra, there is a large change in surface morphology upon annealing 
at a chloroform vapour concentration of p/psat = 0.75. The domain sizes of PDI-DPP-PDI grow 
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visibly larger and areas lacking PDI-DPP-PDI (presumably areas with higher concentrations of 
PTB7-Th) appear in the PiFM image. Increasing the chloroform vapour concentration further to 
p/psat = 0.95 increases the domain sizes dramatically. 
 
Figure 3.14: PiFM images of PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI thin films annealed at various chloroform 
vapour concentrations. Excitation at 1694 cm–1. 
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Figure 3.15: (a) PiFM spectra of films of pure PTB7-Th and PDI-DPP-PDI. PiFM and ATR-FTIR 
spectra of pure (b) PTB7-Th and (c) PDI-DPP-PDI. 
The FFT of the PiFM images were used to examine trends in size distribution of the domains 
of PDI-DPP-PDI (Figure 3.16). The as cast film and films annealed at p/psat = 0.25 and 0.50 show 
a broad distribution of domain sizes and a slight amount of line scan noise. As the chloroform 
concentration is increased to p/psat = 0.75, the distribution of domain sizes decreases and converges 
towards the low frequency region of the FFT image (indicating larger material domains); however, 
line scan noise is still present. Increasing the chloroform concentration to p/psat = 0.95 further 
concentrates the distribution of domain sizes towards the low frequency region of the FFT with a 
small amount of line scan noise. 
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Figure 3.16: FFT of the PiFM signal at 1694 cm–1 for PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI thin films annealed 
at various chloroform concentrations. 
AFM topography images of PDI-DPP-PDI were collected simultaneously with the PiFM 
images (Figure 3.17). The topography for the as cast film is moderately rough (RMS roughness 
0.96 nm) when compared to P3HT:PC61BM samples. For the films annealed at p/psat = 0.25 and 
0.50 there was a slight decrease in surface roughness (0.61 nm and 0.58 nm respectively); the 
swelling and deswelling of the films during annealing may have had a smoothing effect on the 
surface. There is a large jump in surface roughness for films annealed at p/psat = 0.75 and 0.95 
(1.49 nm and 2.31 nm respectively), which supports the conclusion that domain sizes increase 
significantly once a chloroform vapour concentration threshold of p/psat = 0.75 is reached. 
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Figure 3.17: AFM topographic images of PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI thin films annealed at various 
chloroform concentrations. Rq = 0.96, 0.61, 0.58, 1.49, and 2.31 nm for the as cast film and films 
annealed at p/psat = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 0.95, respectively. 
3.3.3. Grazing Incidence Wide Angle X-ray Scattering 
Thin film GIWAXS patterns of neat PTB7-Th and neat PDI-DPP-PDI were collected (as 
cast and annealed) to gain insight into the crystalline morphology of the neat materials (Figure 
3.18 and Figure 3.19 respectively). The as cast PTB7-Th film has a (100) lamellar peak at q ≈ 
0.26 Å−1 oriented along qr and a (010) π stacking peak at q ≈ 1.59 Å−1 oriented along qz, indicating 
face on orientation.166 The orientation of PTB7-Th remained face on for all annealing 
concentrations. The as cast PDI-DPP-PDI film has diffraction peaks centered around q ≈ 0.38 Å−1 
and 1.7 Å−1 (Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20). The peaks are broad and mostly isotropic, indicating 
an isotropic orientation of weakly ordered material. As PDI-DPP-PDI is annealed at p/psat = 0.25 
there is little change in the GIWAXS pattern or the FWHM of the peak at q ≈ 0.38 Å−1. When the 
chloroform vapour concentration is increased to p/psat = 0.50 the peak at q ≈ 0.38 Å−1 resolves into 
3 peaks at q ≈ 0.32 Å−1, 0.46 Å−1, and 0.66 Å−1 indicating an increase in sample crystallinity (best 
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observed in the linecut along qz in Figure 3.20). The FWHM of the stacking peak at q ≈ 0.32 Å−1 
decreases relative to the broad peak at q ≈ 0.38 Å−1 seen in the as cast and p/psat = 0.25 GIWAXS 
patterns. The exact degree of crystallite growth is difficult to ascertain because the peak in the 
unannealed sample was likely an overlap of three different peaks, artificially lowering crystallite 
sizes calculated by the Scherrer equation (Equation 1.5). Slight preferred orientation of the peak 
at q ≈ 0.32 Å−1 occurs towards the qz axis, indicating this plane prefers to orient parallel to the 
substrate (Figure 3.20). An increase in chloroform concentration to p/psat = 0.75 results in an 
increase in preferred orientation and a further increase in crystallite size as the FWHM of the peak 
at q ≈ 0.32 Å−1 decreases. Additionally, a new peak at q ≈ 0.60 Å−1 can be resolved and shows 
preferred orientation. Finally, upon annealing at p/psat = 0.95, the preferred orientation increases 
in the peaks at q ≈ 0.34 Å−1 and 0.75 Å−1 parallel to the substrate. The broad π-π stacking peak 
breaks into two peaks around q ≈ 1.5 Å−1 and 1.7 Å−1. These peaks are preferentially oriented 
parallel to the substrate.  
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Figure 3.18: (a) GIWAXS patterns of neat PTB7-Th thin films annealed at various chloroform 
vapour concentrations. (b) Azimuthally-integrated linecuts (from χ = –85° to 85°) of the GIWAXS 
patterns from (a). 
 
 
Figure 3.19: (a) GIWAXS patterns of neat PDI-DPP-PDI thin films annealed at various 
chloroform concentrations. (b) Azimuthally-integrated linecuts (from χ = –80° to 80°) of the 
GIWAXS patterns from (a). (c) FWHM of the peak at q ≈ 0.38 Å–1 (as cast and p/psat = 0.25) and 
q ≈ 0.32 Å–1 (p/psat = 0.50, 0.75, and 0.95). 
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Figure 3.20: GIWAXS linecuts of neat PDI-DPP-PDI thin films, azimuthally-integrated from χ = 
0-20° and χ = 70-90°, where χ is the angle between q and qz. PDI-DPP-PDI films were: (a) as cast, 
and annealed at (b) 0.25, (c) 0.50, (d) 0.75, and (e) 0.95 p/psat. 
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GIWAXS patterns of BHJ films of PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI were collected to examine the 
crystallinity of the BHJ blend (Figure 3.21). The mixing of donor and acceptor materials breaks 
up the stacking of each individual material and reduces the overall crystallinity of both PTB7-Th 
and PDI-DPP-PDI. The as cast film has a broad lamellar stacking peak at q ≈ 0.32 Å−1 (which is 
an overlap of the PTB7-Th (100) peak and the first PDI-DPP-PDI peak)52,166,167 and a weak broad 
peak centered around q ≈ 1.5 Å−1. Similar to the neat materials there is no significant change in 
the GIWAXS pattern upon VP-SVA at a chloroform vapour concentration of p/psat = 0.25; 
however, there is a large decrease in the FWHM of the peak at q ≈ 0.32 Å−1 indicating an increase 
in the crystallite sizes of the BHJ materials (again it must be noted that because the peak is an 
overlap of two peaks, the change in crystallite size of each material cannot be quantified). At p/psat 
= 0.50 there is a large increase in the degree of preferred orientation for the overlapping peak at q 
≈ 0.32 Å−1, which could be the PDI-DPP-PDI crystallizing and orienting parallel to the substrate 
(more likely), or the PTB7-Th (100) orienting edge on (less likely)152 (Figure 3.22). Additionally, 
the PDI-DPP-PDI peaks at q ≈ 0.43 Å−1 and 0.64 Å−1 begin to diffract weakly (primarily on the qr 
axis) and there remains a weak broad peak around q ≈ 1.5 Å−1 (Figure 3.22). When the chloroform 
vapour concentration is increased to p/psat = 0.75, the preferred orientation of PTB7-Th and PDI-
DPP-PDI increases further and the signal intensity for the PDI-DPP-PDI peaks at q ≈ 0.44 Å−1 and 
0.62 Å−1 grow more intense. Additionally, there is another large drop in the FWHM of the lamellar 
stacking peaks, indicating a further increase in crystallite size. Increasing the chloroform 
concentration to p/psat = 0.95 results in little further change in the GIWAXS pattern and only a 
slight decrease in the FWHM of the peak at q ≈ 0.32 Å−1.  
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Figure 3.21: (a) GIWAXS patterns of PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI thin films annealed at various 
chloroform vapour concentrations. (b) Azimuthally-integrated linecuts (from χ = –80° to 80°) of 
the GIWAXS patterns from (a). (c) FWHM of the peak at q ≈ 0.30 Å–1 after background 
subtraction. 
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Figure 3.22: GIWAXS linecuts of PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI thin films, azimuthally-integrated 
from χ = 0-20° and χ = 70-90°, where χ is the angle between q and qz. PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI 
films were: (a) as cast, and annealed at (b) 0.25, (c) 0.50, (d) 0.75, and (e) 0.95 p/psat. 
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3.3.4. Device Performance 
To correlate device performance with changes in morphology, PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI 
devices were fabricated following literature procedures,78 and annealed at various chloroform 
concentrations. As cast devices had a PCE of 1.0 ± 0.3% (Figure 3.23 and Table 3.2). The poor 
efficiency is due to poor charge transport indicated by poor 𝐽ௌ஼ , FF, and 𝑅ௌ (Table 3.2). No 
statistical difference in PCE was seen after SVA with chloroform vapour at p/psat = 0.25 (PCE = 
0.9 ± 0.1%). There was a large increase in PCE after annealing at p/psat = 0.50 (2.8 ± 0.6%) due to 
a large increase in 𝐽ௌ஼  and FF, and a decrease in 𝑅ௌ. There was no statistical increase in PCE when 
the chloroform vapour concentration was increased to p/psat = 0.75 (3.0 ± 0.5%). At a chloroform 
concentration of p/psat = 0.95 the PCE dropped to 2.4 ± 0.8 % as the devices over annealed. The 
loss in efficiency is primarily attributed to a loss in 𝐽ௌ஼ . Additionally, the substrate to substrate 
variability in device efficiency rose dramatically as the concentration of chloroform vapour was 
increased.   
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Figure 3.23: (a) Power conversion efficiency of PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI devices annealed at 
various chloroform concentrations. The dots represent mean values, and the central lines the 
medians. The box defines the 25th and 75th percentiles, while the bars define the 5th and 95th 
percentiles. The maximum and minimum PCE values are each denoted by an ×. Device statistics 
were derived from measurements on a minimum of 27 devices (8 devices per substrate). (b) J-V 
curves in the light (solid) and the dark (dashed) for the highest performing PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-
PDI devices annealed at various chloroform concentrations. 
Table 3.2: Device performance parameters for PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI devices annealed at 
various chloroform vapour concentrations. 
Annealing 
Condition 
N Voc 
(V) 
Jsc a 
(mA·cm–2) 
Fill Factor 
(%) 
PCE a 
(%) 
RS b 
(Ω·cm2) 
RSh × 10−2 b 
(Ω·cm2)  
As Cast 30 0.9 ± 0.2 3.7 ± 0.3 28.8 ± 0.7 1.0 ± 0.3 19 ± 3 3.7 ± 0.5 
p/psat = 0.25 31 0.9 ± 0.1 3.4 ± 0.3 28.4 ± 0.4 0.9 ± 0.1 17 ± 2 4.0 ± 0.2 
p/psat = 0.50 32 0.9 ± 0.1 7.1 ± 0.4 41 ± 4 2.8 ± 0.6 7 ± 1 4.5 ± 0.9 
p/psat = 0.75 27 0.92 ± 0.06 7.8 ± 0.5 42 ± 3 3.0 ± 0.5 14 ± 11 4.5 ± 0.7 
p/psat = 0.95 31 0.9 ± 0.2 6 ± 1 43 ± 5 2.4 ± 0.8 7 ± 3 6 ± 1 
a Jsc and PCE were calculated using the apertured device area (0.0708 cm2). b Resistances were calculated 
based on the slope at Jsc (RSh) and in the series resistance-limited regime (1.34-1.39 V, RS), using the non-
apertured device area (0.085 cm2).  
There is little indication of morphology change in the UV/Vis spectra or PiFM images of the 
PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI thin films annealed at low chloroform concentrations (p/psat = 0.25, and 
0.50). However, there is a jump in PCE between devices annealed at p/psat = 0.25 and 0.50. The 
in-plane and out-of-plane linecuts of the PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI GIWAXS patterns reveal that as 
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the concentration of chloroform vapour increases to p/psat = 0.50 there is an increase in PDI-DPP-
PDI preferred orientation and crystallinity as new diffraction peaks at q ≈ 0.42 Å−1 and q ≈ 0.60 
Å−1 grow in along the in-plane qr axis (Figure 3.22). Therefore, the increase in device efficiency 
at p/psat = 0.50 could be related to an increase in PDI-DPP-PDI crystallinity, which improves 
charge transport in the BHJ. From the UV/Vis spectroscopy data it was shown that a new DPP 
stacking motif is observed when annealing at or above chloroform vapour concentrations of p/psat 
= 0.75; while it cannot be determined for certain without single crystal data, the new diffraction 
peaks could be DPP arranging into a more ordered stacking motif, increasing charge transport.  
Over annealing occurs at a chloroform concentration of p/psat = 0.95 resulting in a loss of 
photocurrent. The loss of photocurrent is likely due to an increase in geminate recombination 
resulting from the excessively large domains of PDI-DPP-PDI visible in the PiFM images. 
Increasing the degree of preferred orientation of the PDI-DPP-PDI could also have a minor 
contribution to a lack of charge transport in the BHJ system.
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Chapter 4: Conclusions 
4.1. Summary 
Solvent vapour annealing is an important post deposition treatment to increase the efficiency 
of OPVs. Previous methods of SVA lacked control over the solvent vapour concentration and were 
inherently small batch processes. In this thesis, flow through variable pressure solvent vapour 
annealing was successfully used to control the morphology of OPV BHJ blends. P3HT:PC61BM 
was chosen as a model system to test the VP-SVA system because the morphology of P3HT has 
been well studied.43,70,72,77,104,111 Aggregation of P3HT has been shown to increase charge transport 
within BHJ films. The aggregation of P3HT could be controlled using the VP-SVA system by 
varying the partial pressure of chloroform vapour inside the annealing chamber, with higher 
concentrations leading to a higher degree of aggregation as evidenced by UV/Vis spectroscopy. 
The size and purity of material domains in a BHJ are of the utmost importance for device 
performance; if the domains are too large or too small, photocurrent is limited by exciton 
recombination. PiFM was used to image the material domains in the BHJ blend directly, using 
their unique IR absorbances. It was shown that increasing the concentration of chloroform vapour 
increased the phase separation, resulting in larger domains of P3HT and PC61BM. In many cases, 
the crystallinity and orientation of materials in a BHJ blend is directly related to their charge 
transport characteristics. To examine the crystallinity of P3HT, GIWAXS was performed on thin 
films of P3HT:PC61BM. It was shown that films of P3HT:PC61BM cast from chloroform resulted 
in primarily face on orientation. Annealing P3HT:PC61BM films at increasingly higher chloroform 
concentrations increased the crystallite size of P3HT. At a chloroform vapour concentration of 
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p/psat = 0.95, P3HT chains had enough freedom of movement to rearrange to a more edge on 
orientation. PC61BM crystallites remained isotropic throughout the annealing process.  
P3HT:PC61BM devices were fabricated using the inverted structure and annealed at various 
chloroform concentrations to correlate device performance to the morphological changes in 
P3HT:PC61BM films. It was shown that device performance gradually increases as the 
concentration of chloroform vapour is increased until a critical point where over annealing begins. 
For P3HT:PC61BM, annealing at a chloroform vapour concentration of p/psat = 0.75 increased the 
efficiency from 1.6% (as cast) to 2.9%. The increase in efficiency was primarily due to an increase 
in photocurrent and a decrease in series resistance caused by increased charge transport in highly 
aggregated P3HT. Increasing the chloroform vapour concentration further to p/psat = 0.95 resulted 
in a reduction of photocurrent from over annealing; this reduction in photocurrent was likely due 
to increased geminate recombination caused by the formation of large globular domains of 
PC61BM.  
P3HT is a semi-crystalline homopolymer and does not resemble many modern push-pull 
polymers, which are more weakly ordered.103 As a result, not all processes that increase the 
efficiency of P3HT have worked on modern OPV systems. To validate the flow through VP-SVA 
method for modern systems, PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI was chosen as a model system for modern 
push-pull donor:NFA systems. PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI has been shown to increase in efficiency 
with SVA in chloroform; however, it is prone to over annealing, making it an ideal candidate to 
study the flow through VP-SVA system.78 To investigate the electronic transitions of PTB7-
Th:PDI-DPP-PDI, in situ UV/Vis spectroscopy was performed. It was shown that annealing at 
chloroform vapour concentrations at or above p/psat = 0.75 induced a rearrangement of the DPP 
core in the acceptor. Little change in the UV/Vis spectra occurred at lower chloroform 
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concentrations. This result was mirrored in the domain sizes imaged by PiFM. The as cast film 
and films annealed at low chloroform concentrations (p/psat = 0.25 and 0.50) resulted in a mostly 
homogenous film with small material domains. Once over the threshold of p/psat = 0.75 there was 
a large increase in domain size as the films were annealed. A different trend was seen in the 
crystallinity of the acceptor as monitored by GIWAXS. The BHJ films as cast and annealed at 
p/psat = 0.25 were mostly weakly ordered due to the mixing of PTB7-Th and PDI-DPP-PDI. At 
chloroform concentrations greater than p/psat = 0.50, new peaks appeared in the diffraction pattern 
of neat PDI-DPP-PDI and the BHJ blend indicating new crystallite stacking in the acceptor. 
Devices of PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI were fabricated to correlate morphology changes to 
device performance. It was found that the as cast film and the film annealed at p/psat = 0.25 had 
low efficiencies (1.0% and 0.9% respectively), but there was a large jump in efficiency at p/psat = 
0.50 (2.8%). Since there was no change in the UV/Vis spectra or PiFM images between films 
annealed at p/psat = 0.25 and 0.50, the increase in efficiency was attributed to increased acceptor 
crystallinity. The device efficiency was unchanged when the chloroform concentration was 
increased to p/psat = 0.75, but increasing the chloroform concentration further to p/psat = 0.95 
resulted in a reduction in device performance due to excessively large material domains. The over 
annealing of both P3HT:PC61BM and PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI illustrates the importance of 
controlling the concentration of annealing solvent vapour to optimize BHJ morphology and device 
performance. 
4.2. Future Work 
To be industrially viable, annealing times will need to be decreased to the time scale of roll-
to-roll processing. The first short term future direction this project can take is to optimize the 
annealing time. It is clear from the in situ UV/Vis annealing data of P3HT:PC61BM thin films that 
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the aggregation of P3HT plateaus early in the annealing process for higher chloroform 
concentrations. It may be possible to reproduce similar device performance with vastly reduced 
annealing times. While the rearrangement of the DPP in PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI films does not 
seem to plateau within 30 minutes of annealing, the films annealed at p/psat = 0.95 exhibit over 
annealing. With optimization, perhaps an annealing concentration between p/psat = 0.75 and 0.95 
can be found where the films anneal quickly to the optimum morphology without over annealing. 
A second short term project could be to increase the number of chloroform vapour 
concentrations tested. The PTB7-Th:PDI-DPP-PDI devices annealed at p/psat = 0.50 and 0.75 had 
statistically identical efficiencies, despite having largely different morphologies by UV/Vis 
spectroscopy and PiFM. Additionally, there were large day-to-day variations in the efficiencies, 
which could have come from slightly different chloroform vapour concentrations caused by 
temperature fluctuations in the lab. It would be prudent to do a more thorough investigation of the 
impact of precise changes in chloroform vapour on film morphology and device performance. I 
propose examining the device morphology and efficiency at intervals of p/psat = 0.05 from p/psat = 
0.45 to 0.80 to gain a clearer picture of what is occurring during annealing at chloroform 
concentrations between p/psat = 0.50 and 0.75.   
A long-term direction for this project is to add an additional flow controller and set of solvent 
bubblers to do multiple solvent SVA. It has been shown in the literature that solvents which can 
selectively anneal the donor or acceptor are available and can be used to fine tune the morphology 
of the BHJ.43,77  Verploegen et. al. showed that THF and chloroform vapour annealing have similar 
effects on P3HT crystallinity, but THF induced crystallization in PC61BM while chloroform did 
not.43 By varying the ratio of chloroform and THF used in the annealing process, the crystallization 
of P3HT and PC61BM could be tuned independently. Tang et. al. used THF and CS2 VP-SVA 
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annealing steps sequentially to control the morphology of P3HT:PC61BM devices.77 Tang et al.’s 
solvent system could be used with the flow through VP-SVA system to increase annealing 
throughput. More importantly however, this idea could be used to selectively anneal each 
component in modern donor:NFA systems.
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